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The analysis and design of cross passages for twin bored tunnel projects provides unique 
challenges when considering the 3D geometry, geotechnical behavior, and interaction between 
the internal tunnel structures and the ground. Current practice involves complicated modeling to 
approximate the cross passage behavior and facilitate design of the necessary support structures, 
often consisting of a combination of geotechnical solutions (e.g. grouting, ground freeze), 
excavation support (shotcrete, spiling, rock bolting), and structural solutions (internal props) to 
maintain the mainline tunnels and the opening space. However, little work has been done to 
validate these solutions with field data from construction projects. 
The Center for Underground Construction and Tunneling at the Colorado School of 
Mines has been provided with strain gauge field data for the Brisbane Airport Link, courtesy of 
Arup, one of the design firms on the project. A thorough evaluation of this data has been 
conducted to establish the development of forces in the mainline tunnel structures (segments and 
propping) throughout the cross passage excavation sequence. Results from the gauges have been 
compared to basic analytical and numerical solutions for validation. 
The observed behavior of the cross passages during excavation was established. Key 
mechanisms driving behavior include the effects of prop installation and jacking on the 
segmental lining, the unloading effect observed with geological excavation, the development of 
stresses due to soil arching, and the effects of locked-in lateral stresses around the tunnels. The 
influence of the two-layer heterogeneous geology of the project was determined to be a key 
factor in driving the majority of these behaviors. The analysis is concluded with a discussion of 
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the importance of each mechanism to potential future design of cross passages and potential 
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Twin bored tunnels are commonly used for a variety of road and tunnel projects 
throughout the world. A major component of these twin tunnel projects is the construction of 
transverse cross passages connecting the two tunnels for emergency egress purposes. The 
excavation of these cross passages involves large schedule and cost risk in tunnel construction, 
since they are often constructed towards the end of a project and involve difficult technical 
challenges in supporting the excavation face, excavation profile, and existing bored tunnel 
linings. Design of the cross passages therefore involves a combination of structural and 
geotechnical techniques to adequately support the ground. 
Structural methods are used to enhance the capacity of the tunnel to resist the applied 
loading. Three aspects of cross passage design and construction require structural consideration: 
temporary support of excavations, permanent lining of the cross passage, and support of existing 
bored tunnel structures during construction. Temporary cross passage support typically involves 
a sprayed concrete lining, also known as a shotcrete lining, with additional reinforcement from 
steel fibers, steel mesh, or lattice girders as required. This lining is built up in stages behind the 
advance, involving multiple layers of shotcrete spraying to build a full thickness lining. An 
example is shown below in Figure 1.1. Permanent lining design aspects include the cast-in-place 
concrete and rebar design, waterproofing design, and design of the connecting collar between the 
cross passage. 
Support of existing tunnel structures requires consideration of the transfer of loads around 




Figure 1.1 Cross passage excavation with shotcrete lining, mainline tunnel propping, and 
ground treatment 
and consideration for local stress effects. Recent developments with tunnel boring machine 
(TBM) technology have led to a vast majority of bored tunnels being constructed using precast 
segmental concrete linings installed behind the TBM as it progresses. This results in openings 
being cut from the segmental lining or specific opening segments being prepared in advance. 
Support for the tunnel therefore must include some combination of additional reinforcing placed 
into the segments, shear dowels (known as bicones) placed between ring to ring segment 
contacts, additional steel beams added to support the lintel and sill of the opening, and propping 
struts being added to transfer hoop forces across the opening. An example of custom opening 
segments with steel flanges and popping can be seen in Figure 1.1. 
Geotechnical methods are used to enhance the internal strength of the ground, reducing 
loads on the tunnel by encouraging redistribution of load into the ground mass. These methods of 
ground improvement include excavation dewatering, ground freezing, jet grouting, permeation 
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grouting, the use of spiles or pipe canopies, and rock bolting. These methods can help to reduce 
load on the tunnel linings mentioned above, but they are often particularly necessary for ensuring 
stability of the cross passage excavation face in soft ground. Since it is difficult to install 
structural support instantly after excavation, sufficient ground strength must be present to ensure 
stability until the lining can be installed. 
Design of the structural and geotechnical methods used to accomplish cross passage 
excavation involve significant conservatism due to the risks involved and a lack of understanding 
of the load conditions and interactions between the many facets involved. Significant benefit can 
be gained by reducing the amount of support required for construction, but to do so, a better 
understanding of the development of loads during construction must be understood. The first step 
in this process is to evaluate field data from various projects, establish observed mechanisms 
driving the loading behavior, and use this information to consider new aspects in the design 
process. 
 This thesis project focuses on presenting, discussing, and analyzing field instrumentation 
data from one such project, the Brisbane Airport Link M7 project. Data from the Airport Link 
project was made available by collaboration with Arup, one of the design firms working with the 
project. For this project, vibrating wire strain gauge instrumentation was installed on the internal 
propping and concrete segments within the mainline bored tunnels. The data obtained from the 
strain gauges is used to evaluate the mechanisms influencing the development of loads during 
cross passage construction. An overview of the project will be offered in further detail in Section 
1.3. 
1.1 Fundamental Research Questions 
The following fundamental research questions drove the research project: 
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• How do observed hoop thrust forces and bending moments in liner segments evolve during 
cross passage construction? (e.g. load shedding due to removal of segments and evolution of 
internal moments/forces in adjacent rings) 
• To what extent do the assumptions made during design (e.g. simplified 3D soil arching 
behavior in elastic media) overestimate the loads applied to the tunnel structures? 
• How does measured liner reactions, before and after cross passage construction, compare to 
state of practice design and service load expectations? 
• Is the use of extensive internal propping inside the mainline tunnel justified by the additional 
loading observed during the excavation? 
1.2 Research Objectives 
In order to address these questions, the following research objectives are proposed: 
1. Analyze the structural instrumentation data from the Brisbane Airport Link Project, Cross 
Passages 40 and 41 (XP 40, XP41). 
a. Establish the evolution of measured data relative to the CP construction sequence, 
verifying data integrity.  
b. Develop explanation of force and moment development with excavation sequence of 
cross passage 
c. Using analytical solutions developed for tunnel and cross passage design, evaluate the 
results from (a) and (b). Identify aspects which are supported by evidence from 
conventional analysis and which aspects cannot be supported. 
2. Construct a numerical model using Abaqus CAE, a 3D Finite Element Method software 
package. Simulate the construction sequence and cross passage geometry. 
a. Compare results for force and moment to measured values from (1a), tuning the 
model to attempt to match observed results for both forces and displacements. 
b. Investigate the influence of specific parameters in the model on the resulting stresses 
and displacements within the model. 
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3. Draw conclusions using results from real world data (strain gauges, convergence 
monitoring), analytical methods, and numerical modeling efforts. Additionally, compare 
results to analytical and numerical methods used by the design engineer prior to construction 
of the project. 
a. Assess initial design assumptions for loading on tunnel and cross passage structures 
from soil. 
b. Evaluate extent of soil arching behavior, resistance from soil adjoining the tunnel 
construction. 
c. Evaluate extent to which the designed cross passage support was justified from field 
data results, considering conservatism and safety requirements for the design team 
1.3 Brisbane Airport Link Project Overview 
The Airport Link M7 project in Brisbane, Australia, is a major road tunnel connecting the 
Brisbane city center to the airport with two lanes of traffic in each direction. The 7 km alignment 
starts from the airport in the northeast and proceeds west to an underground interchange, 
allowing connection to major arterial roads and a dedicated bus route entering from the 
northwest. This portion of the alignment is shown below in Figure 1.2. Monitoring was 
conducted in cross passages 40 and 41, shown as XP 40 and XP 41, in the furthest eastern extent 
of the tunnels. The full monitoring scheme will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 
The tunnel then proceeds to the south to connections with other major downtown arteries, 
including the CLEM 7 tunnel and downtown street access. Under a public-private partnership 
(P3) scheme, the project was funded and operated by the consortium BrisConnections. The lead 
contractor on the project was a joint venture of John Holland and Theiss. Design was carried out 
by Arup and Parsons Brinkerhoff. Tolls are collected along the road as a part of the overall 





Figure 1.2 Northeast portion of Brisbane Airport Link tunnel, shown from Kedron caverns to 
Toombul airport exit 
Construction of the project took place from 2008-2012 (Airport Link 2011). Two 12.5m 
diameter double shield TBMs, manufactured by Herrenknecht, were used for roughly half of the 
tunnel alignment in soft ground, mixed face, and shallow rock conditions, using an earth pressure 
balance (EPB) style closed mode as appropriate considering the overlying urban structures along 
the alignment. The mined caverns near the Kedron interchange and southern extents of the 
alignment in rock tunneling conditions were constructed using 17 roadheaders at times (Buried 
end for Airport Link TBMs 2011). Geologic conditions for tunneling progress from soft soils and 
weathered rock in the northeast to massive sandstone and siltstone geologic strata as the tunnel 
depth increases. Structural support for the mainline tunnels consisted of steel fiber reinforced 
concrete (SFRC) precast segments installed behind the TBMs (Harding and Francis 2013). 
Cross passage structures were installed at 41 locations along the alignment using methods 
appropriate to the various geologic conditions. In areas of competent rock, structures consisted of 
a bolt-on header beam and internal bicones within the concrete segments to transfer shear forces 
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into neighboring rings, shown Figure 1.3 (left). Soft ground solutions consisted of 2-wide or 3-
wide by 2 tall groups of steel segments with a removable opening section, supported by 
additional hydraulic propping and the use of rebar-reinforced concrete segments in the vicinity. 
Two of the 3-wide opening sets were selected for instrumentation, XP 40 and XP 41 (Figure 
1.2), because their location at the shallowest end of the alignment would result in the largest load 
changes during construction. 
      
Figure 1.3 Brisbane Airport Link opening sets (left) rock arrangement (right) soft ground 
arrangement 
The primary subject of this thesis is the observed behavior using instrumentation results 
from XP 41, due to the concerns with the integrity of XP 40 data (discussed in Chapter 3). To 
understand the body of work including analytical and numerical methods, data analysis, and the 
interpretation of results, the geologic setting and cross passage construction sequence must be 
established first. These are presented in the following subsections on the basis of the limited 
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design documentation provided by Arup, including extracts from the project drawings and cross 
passage design report. Access to the full design drawings and geological information reports was 
restricted due to contractual concerns, so the following descriptions are based on largely 
secondhand information from the designers. 
1.3.1 Cross Passage 41 Geology 
The geology in the area of cross passage 41 is presented below in Figure 1.4, along with a 
simplified set of results from the sole boring log at the cross passage. Note that geotechnical 
parameters are included in Section 2.1, as they are more appropriate to the analytical methods 
than the general geologic setting. The geologic conditions consist of alluvially deposited soils, 
15m thick, overlying sedimentary bedrock layers. The tunnel and cross passage profile progress 
through these contacts between layers in a mixed-face type condition, offering significant 
challenge in analyzing the behavior between each soil mass. The alluvial soft soils are 
predominantly clayey soils containing silts to gravels, with occasional lenses of sands and 
gravels contained within. The top bedrock layer consists of a highly weathered siltstone layer, 
with behavior and strength properties characteristic of weak, poorly cemented, highly 
fragmented rock. Underlying the weathered siltstone is a strong, stiff sandstone layer with 
minimal weathering. The sandstone layer was found to be quite massive, with few joints and 
discontinuities, providing a stiff competent rockmass in the invert during excavation. Lastly, a 
competent siltstone layer was present below the tunnel invert. 
In the analysis, alluvial soils are treated as a single homogenous mass exhibiting low 
cohesion and stiffness relative to the underlying rock layers, as shown in Figure 1.5. Rock 
properties were applied to each layer in accordance with the design documentation. Geology was 








Figure 1.5 Cross passage 41 simplified geologic profile for analysis 
1.3.2 Cross Passage 41 Construction Sequence 
Based on the geology stated above, construction methods and sequencing were provided 
by the designer for cross passage construction. This sequence of construction is used to connect 
observed results to field activities. The opening set segments are assumed to have been already 
installed by the TBM during mainline tunnel excavation. 
1. Install pipe canopy tubes from the launch tunnel, around the XP excavation profile 
2. Pre-excavation grouting (assumed permeation grouting) from the pipe canopy 
3. Install and pre-compress hydraulically jacked steel props 
4. Remove wedges and door from opening set 
5. Sequential excavation as shown in Figure 1.6 
6. Install waterproofing 




Figure 1.6 Sequential excavation method for cross passage construction 
The construction sequence shown in Figure 1.6 is detailed as follows: (a) top heading and 
bench excavations were conducted using initial shotcrete layers on the face and sides of each 
advance; (b) lattice girders and a finishing thickness of shotcrete were installed when the full 
profile excavation was completed; (c) excavation top heading was maintained 1m in advance of 
the invert at all times to limit deformations. 
1.4 Literature Review 
A review of existing work has been conducted with a focus on three main aspects: 
analysis methods to justify the observed values for the geostatic state, a review of load 
redistribution behaviors during excavation, and consideration of case studies on cross passage 
instrumentation and monitoring. 
Analysis methods for tunnel loading under geostatic conditions follow several forms. 
Closed-form analytical solutions, based on relative flexibility elastic behavior, considers the 
sharing of load between tunnel structures and the surrounding ground (Einstein and Schwartz 
1979). An alternative derivation of the elastic response is presented to offer additional 
comparison (Ranken, Ghaboussi and Hendron 1978). In addition to these closed form analytical 
calculation methods, numerical methods can also be used to calculate the lining forces using a 
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bedded beam action-reaction model (ITA Working Group 1988), referred to as a beam spring 
model. Discussion of each of these methods, including the assumed parameters used, analysis, 
and presentation of results can be located in Chapter 2. 
Load redistribution mechanisms include soil arching, ground relaxation due to 
excavation, and the effects of subsequent tunnel excavations on existing structures. All are 
 well established in the literature and industry-standard design manuals (National 
Highway Institute 2009). The original presentation of soil arching theory by Karl Terzaghi 
(1943) is established based on a series of earlier experiments detailing the development of soil 
stresses when a trap door is released, allowing load redistribution into surrounding soil (1936). 
Soil arching theory has since developed with subsequent work by others using analytical, 
experimental, and numerical methods to validate and expand on theory, summarized in a 
comprehensive review (Tien 1996). 
In tunneling, the soil arching effect is where the inherent strength of the ground, 
including frictional resistance and cohesive force, is mobilized to support load transferring 
through the ground. In soft ground tunneling, the excavation creates a void in the ground, 
allowing some convergence of the ground above the tunnel. As the ground converges inward 
toward the tunnel opening, it compresses laterally, creating a compressive arch. The arch results 
in a reduction of vertical stress on the tunnel lining by transferring load outward into the soil 
mass. Additionally, compression forces in the soil arch allow mobilization of internal friction on 
the sides of the arch. These mechanisms are shown below in Figure 1.7. 
This arching effect has been studied mostly in two dimensional situations within the 
literature. Studies have been done to characterize the geometry of failure planes and soil stress 




Figure 1.7 Soil arching mechanism above tunnel (Yu 2014) 
behavior, this effect is extended into three dimensions through the process of twin mainline 
tunnel arches and additional arching for the cross passage excavation. This behavior is 
considered during the design of cross passages, but no work is published to validate these 
designs post-construction using stress data from the tunnel structures.A brief overview of current 
projects and potential case studies was conducted by the Center for Underground Construction 
and Tunneling at Colorado School of Mines (Yu 2014). A variety of construction methods are 
available for cross passage openings in twin bored tunnels, including a full spectrum of solutions 
from geotechnical to structural methods of support, including ground improvement or ground 
freeze, shear bicones in the tunnel linings, lintel and sill beams, internal ring beams and props, 
and additional sprayed shotcrete to provide the additional support needed in cross passage areas. 
One example of instrumentation for cross passage structures is available for the Shanghai 
Yangtze River Tunnel (Han, et al. 2014). Monitoring of earth pressures was conducted during 
ground freeze operations to consider the loading behavior of frost heave acting on the bored 
tunnel linings, prior to cross passage construction. Their findings showed small increases in 
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pressure during ground freeze, but the effect was far more limited than expected based on their 
analysis. 
Many other cross passages have been constructed as a part of projects around the world 
(Yu 2014). However, many of these projects involve instrumentation focused on displacement of 
the ground and structures, as this is more relevant to contract requirements for project delivery. 
Instrumentation focused on back-analysis of observed forces and load behavior, such as strain 
gauge and ground pressure gauge instrumentation schemes, are not often conducted on projects. 
Additionally, the data is often not made available to the academic literature on cross passage 
behavior. Therefore, the Brisbane Airport Link data set offers a unique opportunity to analyze 
the loading behavior using results that are unavailable on other projects. 
1.5 Overview of Chapters 
The following chapters will describe the body of work conducted to understand, analyze, 
and interpret the data set provided by Arup for the Brisbane Airport Link project. Chapter 2 
begins by establishing several analysis methods used to establish baseline conditions and 
behaviors for the tunnel under geostatic conditions, as well as a broad-scale view on expected 
trends. This is placed prior to the main data analysis so that when observed behaviors are noted, 
they can be compared to conducted analysis without interrupting the data narrative to describe 
the analysis performed. 
Chapter 3 then goes on to describe the instrumentation scheme conducted as a part of the 
project. A thorough explanation of the instrument locations and orientations, as well as 
measurement recordings, is established for each element. The methods of conversion from 
observed frequency data through to a final state of force/moment generalized behavior is 
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described. Concerns with the data analysis, including potential sources of error, are discussed, 
along with mitigation methods. 
Chapter 4 details the main body of the analysis, looking at how the behavior for each of 
the elements interact over time. The geostatic state values are first established to validate the 
magnitudes of results and discuss matches and mismatches with the analytical methods described 
in Chapter 2. The further behavior sequence over time is then discussed for individual elements 
(props, segments, opening set) for both Northbound and Southbound tunnels. The full data set is 
presented at first to allow the reader to see the overall trends, then a set of discrete events is used 
to group behaviors together and produce an interpretation of the results. 
Chapter 5 concludes by summarizing the main observed behaviors described in Chapter 
4. These are discussed in relation to each other and weighed, with consideration of which 
behaviors are the most dominant and where further work may be necessary to verify the 
interpretation. The chapter concludes with discussion of potential for future work on the topic of 






ANALTICAL AND NUMERICAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
Several analytical methods were used to establish results that will provide a point of 
reference for the field data. These include closed-form solutions and finite element methods, 
both 2D and 3D for structural and combined geotechnical/structural analysis. In general, all 
methods describe the redistribution of stresses between the tunnel and ground through the 
mechanisms of soil arching and load sharing between the soil and structure. This chapter will 
describe the methods and results in detail, with a recap and brief summary stated again in 
Chapter 4. 
Soil arching behavior, introduced in Section 1.4, is the main driving mechanism of elastic 
redistribution of stresses within the soil mass. The behavior develops as follows: two soil arches 
form above the profiles of twin tunnels during initial excavation, causing a vertical stress 
concentration in the soil between the two tunnels. When soils between the existing tunnels are 
excavated for the cross passages, the soil arches are broken for that portion of the tunnel, forcing 
redistribution of the load to the surrounding soil and structures. Additionally, a new arch is 
developed perpendicular to the initial tunnel direction as the cross passage is excavated, but this 
is not considered in the geostatic 2D analysis, which is used to determine stresses prior to the 
start of excavation. 
Soil-structure interaction and load sharing is established on the principle of elastic 
displacements and confinement to the structure. As load is developed in the structure, the tunnel 
will compress inward slightly, reducing the load from the ground with elastic unloading. This 
results in continued redistribution of ground stress into the surrounding mass through soil 
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arching. Additionally, as the lining develops bending stress under unbalanced vertical and 
horizontal loads, the tunnel will begin to form an oval, pressing into the ground. The ground 
reacts against this displacement, offering additional strength to resist the bending behavior. 
These behaviors are well established through both closed-form solutions and evident 
through numerical finite element methods. However, prior to any analysis being conducted, the 
baseline assumptions for these analyses should be considered. 
2.1 Geotechnical Properties 
The geotechnical properties and loading assumptions used in these analyses are based on 
the literature provided by Arup for the Airport Link project, including extracts from the cross 
passage design report and project drawings. As stated prior in Section 1.3.1, cross passage 41 
consists of three main geologic units in the vicinity of the tunnels: alluvial soils present from the 
ground surface to approximately the crown level, weathered siltstone (SD4) in the top half of the 
tunnel, and sound sandstone (CD3) in the bottom half of the tunnel.  
The description provided by the designer for the cross passage is as follows: “Alluvial 
gravels and sands extending down to ~2m below tunnel crown, extremely weathered 
carbonaceous siltstone to springline, lightly weathered sandstone from springline to invert. Full 
overburden expected on segmental lining. Cross passage [profile] in weathered carbonaceous 
siltstone and sandstone.” Additionally, the assumed parameters for analysis extracted from the 
Arup documentation are shown in Figure 2.1 
Based on the properties and descriptions above, ground stresses were computed for the 
section. The tunnel is bedded in the two rock layers for the reactions that will be developed as 
part of the load sharing interaction, so the properties for CD3 and SD4 are used for the strength 






Figure 2.1 Geotechnical parameters for cross passage 41 (Arup 2009) 
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geologic conditions. As mentioned in their description, full overburden stresses are assumed to 
act on the tunnel lining. This is because there is insufficient cover above the tunnel (only about 1 
diameter) to develop a full arching profile. Additionally, the contacts between soft ground, 
weathered rock, and sound rock interrupt the soil “abutments” for the arch with discontinuities, 
making it difficult to justify the assumption of an elastic homogeneous mass required to use soil 
arching. Therefore, full overburden pressures were assumed. 
In-situ ground stresses were computed using the elevations in the geological profile for 
ground surface, water table, and soil layer limits. The horizontal effective stress ratio, Ko, was 
assumed at 0.8 to accommodate both the siltstone and sandstone layer ground stresses. Resulting 
load calculations can be found in full detail in Appendix A, with a summary reproduced below in 
Table 2.1. 
Generally, it can be observed that this tunnel and cross passage are being excavated in 
very shallow conditions. Ground stresses and groundwater pressures nearly double from crown 
to invert; therefore, many of the assumptions necessary for analysis may contain errors, to be 
discussed in each section as appropriate. The ground properties and loads listed above were 
applied to each method of analysis with slight differences, which will be discussed further on a 
case by case basis.  
2.2 Closed Form Flexible Lining Solutions 
Closed form solutions following the methods by Einstein and Schwartz (1979) and 
Ranken (1978) were used to analyze the expected force-moment combinations in the bored 
tunnel lining at the location of XP 41. These closed form solutions are generally applicable to 
deep tunnels in homogeneous geologic conditions, where a uniform stress at the sides of the 
tunnel can be approximated and constant ground reaction around the tunnel can be assumed. 
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Table 2.1 Cross passage 41 full overburden ground stresses 






Total Vertical Stress 
σv = γs Hs 
(kPa) 
257 372 487 
Pore Water Pressure 
u = γw Hw 
(kPa) 
74 133 193 
Effective Vertical Stress 
σ’v = σv - u 
(kPa) 
183 239 294 
Effective Horizontal Stress 
σ’h = Ko σ’v 
(kPa) 
146 191 236 
Total Horizontal Stress 
σh = σ’h + u 
(kPa) 
220 324 428 
 
Their applicability to the shallow tunneling situation in layered geology is extremely limited; 
however, some methodology must be conducted in order to verify the finite element results. 
Therefore, the results of this analysis should be considered only for order-of-magnitude estimates 
on the loading developed in the tunnel lining. Further refinement of loading must occur through 
finite element methods. The following sections will detail the assumptions, analysis, and results 
of the closed form solution methodology. 
2.2.1 Assumptions 
For the closed form solutions, the simplified geotechnical assumptions are targeted at 
getting the best possible match to actual stresses experienced by the lining, without being 
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conservative or unconservative in the analysis. This differs from standard design methodology, 
where safety is the primary motivation in the analysis. With real ground data available, the effort 
is to seek to match the analysis with observed results. Therefore, values are selected based on the 
geotechnical properties described in Section 2.1 to be most representative of the combined 
influence of the siltstone and sandstone layers. 
The ground loading parameter (P) is taken as equal to the vertical total stress (σv) at the 
tunnel axis. The horizontal in-situ stress ratio (Ko) is taken at a value of 0.8, at the lower bound 
of the values for sandstone and center of the range for siltstone. The elastic modulus of the 
ground (Eg) was selected at 100 MPa, weighted towards the softer siltstone, because the vertical 
overburden pressures are applied at the top of the tunnel and develop a reaction at the bottom. 
With softer ground above the tunnel axis, much of this load will be taken by the tunnel lining, 
with limited redistribution to the surrounding ground pillars. Lastly, the Poisson’s ratio (ν) was 
taken at 0.3, the same value for both ground types. 
It is worth noting this analysis is used to consider the lining stresses at roughly 6-8 
months after liner installation. The clayey materials and homogeneous rock layers may undergo a 
restoration of geostatic pressures after the redistribution around the tunnel, further justifying the 
use of full overburden pressures for this calculation in the long term state. 
2.2.2 Analysis 
Both methods for the closed form solutions consider load sharing between the ground and 
structural lining based on the relative stiffness of the ground and the lining using parameters 
known as the Compressibility Ratio (C or C*) and the Flexibility Ratio (F or F*). Additional 
parameters are used to calculate partial contributing factors based on the elastic properties for 
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both “full slip” and “no slip” cases, referring to the tangential stress bond between the lining and 
the surrounding ground. These two cases will provide bounded results for expected values. 
The full calculation following the Einstein & Schwartz method (1979) and the Ranken 
method (1978), including the calculation of interim parameters to use in the solution, is presented 
in full in Appendix A. Values were computed for hoop force and moments acting on the lining, 
as well as radial deflections for both solutions. Shear forces are additionally available from the 
Ranken method only.   
2.2.3 Results 
The solution following the Einstein & Schwartz method is presented below in Figure 2.2, 
where hoop thrust values for a 2m wide segment varied from 3.1 – 5.3 MN and moments ranged 
+/- 0.5 MN-m per ring. Solutions following the Ranken method are also shown below in Figure 
2.3, where hoop thrust varied from 3.6 – 5.1 MN per ring and moment ranged +/- 0.5 MN-m per 
ring. These values are very close to the results from the Einstein-Schwartz method, as expected 
for a closed form analysis based on the same input parameters. 
2.2.4 Discussion 
The closed form solutions can provide an effective baseline for expected values, but they 
do not capture the geologic variation from crown to invert. Finite Element methods that take this 
variation into consideration will offer more robust and accurate solutions with accomodation for 
the different stiffnesses of the ground reaction. 
Additionally, the assumption of full overburden, while necessary for the reasons stated 
















can consider the development of stresses with the discontinuity, without relying on a method that 
requires homogeneous ground assumptions. 
2.3 Beam-Spring Model in Strand7 
An alternative method using structural analysis finite element methods is the Bedded 
Beam-Spring model (ITA Working Group 1988). This method involves the simplification of the 
ground-liner interaction into two components – ground load imparted on the lining constantly 
around the tunnel circumference, and an additional reaction from the ground whenever the lining 
deflects outward into the soil mass. The stiffness of the ground reaction is based on a modulus of 
subgrade reaction (K), which can be calculated by several different methods; for this analysis, 
the selected method used was the Muir-Wood (1975) derivation. Force, moment, and deflection 
can be extracted from this model. 
2.3.1 Analysis 
Cross Passage 41 was considered with the bedded beam-spring model executed in the 
structural analysis software Strand7, a general structural analysis software package similar to 
RISA or SAP2000. Separate spring stiffnesses were used in the model to capture the different 
ground reactions in the crown and invert of the tunnel. The geology was assumed to split at the 
springline, for simplicity. 
The desired output from the model was a force-moment combination from each of the 
element in the structural model. These are presented in a similar format to the results from 
closed-form solutions, above, to allow direct comparison. 
2.3.2 Assumptions 
The sectional properties of the segments were applied to an assumed solid ring, 2m wide. 
A reduction of the bending modulus was used to accommodate for the effects of joints 
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throughout the ring, which will act as moment release hinges for the segmental lining. This 
reduction is based on the derivation by Muir Wood (1975), shown below in Equation 2.1. It 
accounts for the presence of joints in the segmental lining in order to compute the appropriate 
bending modulus for a full continuous ring. Since the precise details of the joint contacts are not 
known, it will be assumed that they offer no contribution to ring stiffness, since many segmental 
linings frequently use slightly convex joint contacts which allow free rotation of the lining. 
  = 	 +   4 Equation 2.1 
Where: 
• Ifull is the bending modulus of the full section depth 
• Ijoint is the bending modulus of the joint contact (taken as zero) 
• jn is the number of joints in the ring 
Ground stiffnesses were computed using the formulation by Muir-Wood (1975) for the 
Modulus of Subgrade Reaction, shown below in Equation 2.2. The Muir-Wood solutions provide 
a method of calculating the reaction pressure from the deflection of the tunnel as the segments 
press against the ground. The modulus of subgrade reaction is then applied over the loaded area 
corresponding to each radial spring to determine the stiffness. Springs are allowed to develop 
force only in compression, since the contact between ground and the lining cannot be relied on 
for tensile capacity in the long term. 
  = 3		1 + 	5 − 6	 Equation 2.2 
Where: 
• K is the Modulus of Subgrade Reaction 
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Tangential springs modeling friction between the lining and the ground were considered 
following the methods proposed by the US Army Corps of Engineers (1997). This relies on a 
reduction of the radial stiffness for deflections acting in a frictional direction depending on the 
elastic properties of the ground using the ratio of tangential to radial spring stiffness, as shown 
below in Equation 2.3. Tangential springs are usually ignored for long-term conditions in 
strength design; however, this analysis is seeking to model the actual conditions without the 
constraints of conservative design, so the springs remain in the analysis. 
  = 0.51 +  Equation 2.3 
Where: 
• ψ is the Ratio of Tangential to Radial Spring Stiffness 
Full overburden loads were applied, unfactored, to the model, based on the geologic 
conditions described in Section 2.1. Vertical ground stresses pressing upward on the tunnel 
(heave pressures) were reduced by half in the model. This is because loads in the model are 
applied constantly to the tunnel lining regardless of displacement; typically, the ground does not 
continue to press with full overburden heave pressures as the lining displaces upward. Instead, 
the model allows the lining to compress into the ground springs to balance out the force, 
developing the bedded beam behavior desired from the model. Horizontal and vertical ground 
pressures acting downward are left at full size in the model. 
2.3.3 Results 
Results from the Strand7 beam-spring analysis are presented below in Figure 2.5. Hoop 




These values match closely with the results for the closed form solutions in terms of 
magnitude; however, the diagram shapes vary significantly. 8 inflection points are present in the 
moment distribution, instead of 4, with peak moments present immediately above springline. 
2.3.4 Discussion 
The observed moment distribution is due to the confinement provided by the stiff 
sandstone springs acting below springline. Shown below in Figure 2.4 is a diagram showing a 
simplification of this condition, with vertical load acting from the top and the sandstone 
confinement approximated with a fixed condition. 
 
Figure 2.4 Approximated deflection shape for two layer geology 
The approximated condition shown, with the deflection curve under loading, confirms the 
observed shape of the beam-spring model. Moments will be present in peaks at the crown and 
springline with tension on the intrados, with peaks in between showing tension on the extrados. 
The significant change in ground stiffness at springline results in the moments being highest, as 
the outward deflection above springline is forced into the constrained shape below. 
It is worth noting, however, that these results do not consider any redistribution of load in 






Figure 2.5 Force and moment results from 2D structural beam spring model 
 




constantly enforced on the tunnel, so load reduction effects from ground redistribution are not 
considered.  
2.4 Geotechnical Modeling in Phase2 
A full 2D finite element model incorporating geotechnical and structural elements was 
conducted using the software package Phase2 8.0, made by Rocscience. This model was 
conducted to analyze the effects of ground redistribution of load around the tunnels and their 
influence on the lining loads. 
2.4.1 Assumptions 
Full geology was modeled for the overlying soil layers (considered as a single unit), the 
weathered siltstone, sandstone, and underlying siltstone bedrock layers. The entire profile 
discussed in Section 2.1 was considered, with the ground parameters shown. Relaxation effects 
and volume loss induced by tunneling activities were not considered, to provide an upper bound 
case with the most onerous loads acting on the lining. This is likely to be quite close to the long 
term state, after temporary relaxation during excavation is returned to a long term redistributed 
state. 
2.4.2 Analysis 
Analysis of the model considered staged installation of the two bored tunnels with 
“wished-in-place” linings. This was achieved by adding a field stress force to balance the 
geostatic stresses during simulated excavation, addition of the lining, then removal of the 
balancing force to allow redistribution with the structural lining. The liner was assumed fully 




Force and moment diagrams resulting from the analysis are presented below in Figure 
2.6. Note that for the 2D plane strain analysis, a unit thickness was assumed, therefore the 
Phase2 results have been doubled as shown to obtain results on a per-ring basis. Force and 
moment peak minimum and maximum values are shown on the plot. The hoop thrust force 
ranges from 2.4 MN to 3.4 MN per ring, with moments up to +/- 0.2 MN-m per ring. These 
results are significantly lower than the earlier beam-spring and closed form solutions, roughly 
half of the peak values calculated prior. 
2.4.4 Discussion 
The primary reason for the difference in values from the finite element model to the prior 
analysis methods is the presence of soil arching and retribution of stresses in the ground. Unlike 
the other methods which have assumed full overburden pressures acting on the tunnel, the 
geotechnical FE model assumes a perfectly elastic media, fully bonded at geologic interfaces, 
with elastic-plastic behavior using simplified Mohr-Coulomb strength parameters. The designers 
had selected to use full overburden based on empirical knowledge of ground behavior in 
tunneling, which disagrees with this finite element method. This difference should be considered 
when analyzing the field data results. 
The results for force and moment are much lower as a result. Upon installation, the lining 
undergoes some convergence as it develops the compressive hoop force throughout the lining. 
The geological units, each modeled as a perfectly elastic media, are allowed to relax slightly, 
sharing stresses in arching around each tunnel. The slight relaxation in loading on the tunnel, 
particularly in the most adverse areas (springline and crown) as the lining pulls away, does not 





      
Figure 2.6 Force and moment results from 2D geotechnical finite element model 
 
 
2.46 MN per ring 
3.36 MN per ring 
0.20 MN*m per ring 
-0.22 MN*m per ring 
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The moment diagram shape, however, is a verification of the results seen in the beam-
spring structural model. The largest moments still occur above springline in the weaker layers. 
However, the confinement exacted by the layers right at springline are far less prominent 
because the sandstone layer is able to yield into the softer siltstone as the two ground layers 
interact. Reducing or graduating the stiffness in this way was not available in the prior beam-
spring model. 
The results of this model, along with the others, will be subsequently compared with the 
observed results in Chapter 4. 
2.5 Prior Analysis 
In addition to the methods described above, the results from two other numerical 
modeling efforts will be used to provide additional support for the observed results in the 
Brisbane cross passages. These models were conducted as a collaborative effort by the cross 
passage project group within the Center for Underground Construction and Tunneling, composed 
of Dr. Mike Mooney, Dr. Zili Li, Hongjie Yu, Adam Moore, and John Kuyt. Both models were 
executed in ABAQUS CAE v6.14-1, a Finite Element modeling software produced by Dassault 
Systems. 
2.5.1 3D Structural Model of Cross Passage Openings 
The first modeling effort (Moore 2014) was an exploration of the effects of cross passage 
openings on the mainline tunnel stress distributions using a 3D extrapolation of the bedded beam 
spring method, similar to the analysis in Strand7 presented above. This involved assumption of a 
generic cross passage layout, without consideration for any internal temporary support structures 
or geologic redistribution. Explicit modeling of individual segments was included, with contacts 
at each individual joint between segments. This differs from the Strand7 model, which assumed a 
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continuous lining with reduced stiffness based on the number of joints. A sample of the model 
showing the individual segments, the opening, and joint contact definitions between segments is 
shown below in Figure 2.7. 
 
Figure 2.7 3D beam spring model, layout of segments and joints (Moore 2014) 
The results of this modeling effort showed that there is a significant influence of segment 
location around the ring on the stresses developed. Methods that assume a uniform ring (e.g. 
Phase2 and Strand7 models mentioned previously) typically experience areas of highest force-
moment combined normal stresses around the springline, roughly where the opening is in this 
model. The results from Moore (2014) show that if the bending falls on the center of a segment, 
it produces relatively uniform bending stress across the entire segment length. However, if the 
bending falls on a joint area, it produces very small bending moments across the neighboring 
segments with large local effects in the segments at the joint. Figure 2.8 below shows the Von-
Mises stresses acting on these segments, which includes the influence of all principal stresses 




Figure 2.8 3D beam spring model, Von Mises stress results 
As shown in Figure 2.8, alternate segments near the springline on both sides of the tunnel 
(opening side and opposite side) demonstrate large stresses across the majority of the segment 
and large stresses at the joint connections only. This indicates that results from the Brisbane 
project can be expected to show reasonably uniform results from one end of the segment to the 
other, but consideration must be paid to local effects at the joint connections and their influence 
on results. Furthermore, results from discrete segments that are neighboring can be expected to 
exhibit very different stress distributions.  
The segmental precast nature of the lining segments allows different stress distributions 
to present on each segment, based on the contact effects with the ground, segments, and 
influence of joints on the transfer of forces between each segment. Additionally, it must be 
considered that assumptions of a uniform reduced stiffness ring, as used in all other modeling 




2.5.2 3D Geotechnical Model of Brisbane XP 41 
The second modeling effort, led by Kuyt and Dr. Li, evaluated XP 41 specifically from 
the Brisbane Airport Link project with a full 3D geotechnical model of the mainline tunnel and 
cross passage (Li 2015). Many simplifications were made in the model due to a lack of 
availability for information permitting a detailed model. Therefore, the focus of the model is to 
verify the generalized trends from the data, rather than to match the magnitude of changes, as the 
excavation progresses. 
An overview of the model is shown below in Figure 2.9. Half space symmetry was used 
since the cross passage is symmetric about the centerline of the excavation. All linings, including 
both the bored tunnel and cross passage shotcrete linings, were modelled as plate/shell elements 
fully bonded to the soil. Some alteration of the geometry at the interface between the cross 
passage and the bored tunnels was conducted to allow mesh compatability, resulting in an 
octagonal opening in the bored tunnel lining. Analysis was performed with separate installation 
of the two mainline tunnels using a wished-in-place lining, with subsequent staged heading and 
bench excavation as shown. It is worth noting that results from this modeling effort are 
preliminary, therefore full presentation of the modeling process and assumptions are not 
possible. 
  
Figure 2.9 Overview of 3D numerical model for cross passage 41 
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The assumptions and simplifications used in construction of the model for XP 41 are as 
follows: 
• Geologic profile – a simplified geological profile was constructed, taking the multiple 
alluvially deposited soft ground layers and assuming a single homogenous unit. Variations in 
depth of layers was ignored. Profile based on a single exploration boring was used. 
• Geotechnical parameters – design parameters used by Arup were provided for our use. These 
include many conservative assumptions to ensure adequacy of design. Ideally, when 
matching field results to models, parameters should come from Geotechnical Data Report 
observed values rather than Geotechnical Design Report values for design. 
• Tunnel and cross passage geometry and profile – based on a simplified connection to the 
cross passage symmetrical about the tunnel springline, rather than offset as per design 
drawings. Rounded values for distance between tunnels, heading advance lengths, and 
dimensions were used for simplicity. 
• Tunnel and cross passage lining properties – continuous plates of uniform thickness and 
section properties are assumed along all surfaces, no joints between segments were 
considered. Properties assume no variation in strength and stiffness of the concrete based on 
batch values, which may potentially exceed design values. Cross passage lining ignored the 
staged installation of shotcrete, lattice girders, and more shotcrete. Shotcrete development of 
strength and stiffness over time was ignored. 
• Ground improvement – installation of pipe canopies and pre-excavation grouting were 
ignored in the analysis. These items will offer significant contribution to stability and standup 
time in weak ground layers during the excavation. 
• Interfaces – the interaction between cross passage shotcrete and mainline tunnels was not 
considered. Soil-structure bonds were assumed fully fixed for simplicity. 
• Excavation sequence – approximations of 1m heading and bench were used from the opening 
through the remaining tunnel profile.  Consideration of the time-dependent effects on the 




• Continuum modeling – a coarse mesh was used for the continuum model properties of the 
ground. Additionally, since rock layers were assumed as a continuum model, effects of the 
discrete elements present from jointing and weathering were not considered. Given the 
relative scale of the cross passage, the effects of jointing and particle size may be significant. 
Continuum models are most applicable when the ground particle size is significantly 
different from the geometry (massive rock, small particles in soft ground). 
 
Despite these many limitations, useful results can still be produced from the model. 
Although these results are preliminary, one key trend is displayed below in Figure 2.10. This 
figure presents the hoop force in the mainline tunnel as the excavation steps progress through the 
cross passage. Steps 1 and 2 include the initial excavation of the bored tunnels for wished-in-
place linings. The effect of initial hoop force development is removed from the Step 3, where an 
increase is noted, represents the removal of lining plate elements in the cross passage opening. 
The start of excavations, at Step 4, results in forces decreasing back to initial levels. Step 5, 
excavation of the first invert, shows the first of several increases in force resulting from 
progressive excavations of the tunnel, with ultimate excavations near the opposite tunnel finally 
decreasing forces slightly. 
The trends in the data above will be further alongside the data in Chapter 4. The 
redistribution of stresses in the soil mass follow discrete mechanisms that are best revealed by 
the field instrumentation data in the segments, with support for observed trends based on these 
preliminary cross passage model results. It is worth noting that the large simplifications to the 
opening set structure in the numerical model and the lack of inclusion of the pipe arch and 
grouted soil in the model make direct comparison of behaviors between the structures 




Figure 2.10 Hoop force in segmental concrete lining near opening set vs. excavation 
sequence, normalized by initial geostatic stress of 1.3 MN 
from the numerical method, helping to develop a complete picture of ground-structure 































INSTRUMENTATION & DATA ANALYSIS 
Instrumentation was installed on two cross passages on the Airport Link Project: cross 
passages 40 and 41, shown below on Figure 3.1. These two passages are in shallower geology 
with a higher prevalence of soft soils around the cross passage; as construction progressed to the 
southwest, hard rock tunnel geology prevailed. By selecting the two most critical design profiles 
to instrument, larger stresses would be more apparent in the results. 
 
Figure 3.1 Location of instrumented cross passages 
Each cross passage had strain gauge instrumentation placed on the structural components 
near the cross passage opening, including the steel opening sets, concrete segments, and vertical 
props in the tunnel. These are shown below in Figure 3.2. Props and steel segments were 
monitored for both northbound and southbound tunnels, but concrete segment instrumentation 




Figure 3.2 Overview of structures with instrumentation installed 
In addition to strain gauge instrumentation of the above elements, deflection monitoring 
was also used. Seven rings from each tunnel were monitored, centered on the opening set, with 
survey targets installed around inside periphery of the tunnel. Additionally, three survey targets 
were installed on the lattice girder of the first cross passage excavation and monitored for 
vertical and horizontal deflections. 
Monitoring was conducted manually by the contractor, with sampling intervals of once a 
day for recording measurements. Measurements were recorded in Microsoft Excel by the field 
engineers on site along with miscellaneous notes, event records, and calculations of the strains 
from the sampled frequency data. The observed results presented throughout this thesis are based 
on the data shown in these spreadsheets, provided by Arup. Access to information regarding the 
project records by the site engineer were extremely limited, since the spreadsheet data was 
provided “as-is” with only a few basic drawings to establish context. No reports were available 
to confirm the interpretations of notes in the data, so stated events may be off by a day or two. 
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3.1 Strain Gauge Instrumentation 
The type of strain gauges selected for this project was vibrating wire strain gauges. No 
mention was made of the manufacturer or specific type of strain gauge in the information 
provided from the contractor. For the first cross passage monitored (XP41), the vibrating wire 
strain gauges were connected to a data logger to obtain results. Daily averages of the frequency 
value for each gauge were recorded. A temperature gauge on the data logger was used for daily 
recordings of temperature to allow for calibration of the vibrating wire strain gauges. Later 
collection for the second cross passage (XP 40) involved a single manual reading of the data, 
without rolling averages by the data logger, conducted once per day. 
Calculations were conducted using two methods for the vibrating wire strain gauges, one for the 
steel instrumentation (opening sets and props) and a second method for the embedded gauges in 
the concrete. For the first method used on steel components, microstrain changes were calculated 
from the frequency data using Equation 3.1 below. A baseline zero reading of frequency was 
established using a post-installation reading of the frequency value. The temperature correction 
factor was derived from the baseline reading and subsequent readings. Using the manufacturer 
provided gauge factor and the computed temperature correction factor, strains were calculated 
based on relative differences between observed and baseline readings for frequency and 
temperature.  




1000 × 10 Equation 3.1 
Where: 
• f1 is the zero (initial) reading 
• f2 is the current reading 
• G is the gauge factor, to be taken at 3920 
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Strains were subsequently converted to stresses using the elastic modulus of steel, 
assumed to be 200 GPa. These stress values provided the source for much of the later analysis. 
For the concrete instrumentation, strains were calculated in a similar fashion following 
Equation 3.2. The main difference in the calculation is the inclusion of a batch factor supplied 
with the gauges prior to installation. Temperature corrections were applied in a similar fashion as 
well. Calculated strains were converted to stresses using the elastic modulus of concrete, 
assumed to be 36 GPa. 
  = 	 − 	 × 10 ×  Equation 3.2 
Where: 
• K is the gauge calibration constant 
• F1 is the zero (initial) reading, units of f2/1000 
• F2 is the current reading, units of f2/1000 
• B is the batch factor supplied with each gauge 
The resulting stresses for each gauge in the concrete segments, steel set flanges, and 
props were used to develop stress profiles used to establish force and moment plots. The 
development of forces and moments from strains is dependent on the layout of strain gauges and 
sectional properties specific to each structure. 
3.2 Hydraulic Prop Instrumentation 
Four props were used at each break in and break out for the instrumented cross passages. 
Each prop had 8 strain gauges installed, 4 at the top and 4 at the bottom. Gauges were placed on 
the inside of the flanges at an offset of 50 mm (d) from the edge of the flange. Distance from the 
centroid (cx, cy) was calculated based on steel section dimensions. Figure 3.3 shows the 




Figure 3.3 Hydraulic prop strain gauge instrumentation 
Separate calculations of force and moment are performed for the groups of 4 sensors at 
the top and bottom of the prop. The hoop force transferred into the prop (FH) is calculated using 
principles of engineering mechanics, using a stress value determined by averaging values from 
all four strain gauges. Zero values and non-numerical values resulting from gaps and errors in the 
frequency data are ignored by the average calculation. Similarly, the moments Mxx and Myy are 
calculated based on averages of the appropriate pair of strain gauges. Zero or non-numerical 
values are ignored by average calculations; however, if an insufficient number of strains are 
available to determine the strain profile, no moment value is produced for that data point. For 
FH: (+) Compression 
Mxx/Myy: (+) Compressive Fiber Front/Left 
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example, in calculating Mxx, if stresses for gauges (a) and (b) were missing, an error would be 
returned. 
Forces and moments were calculated for the top and bottom of all instrumented props in 
the project, including 4 each on the NB and SB side of XP41 and XP40. Shown below in Figure 
3.4 is an isometric view of the props adjacent to the northbound tunnel opening, from the 
perspective looking with the drive of the tunnel (to the southwest). Data from these plots are 
available in Appendix A with the legends shown, indicating the force/moment results for the top 
and bottom of each prop. 
 
Figure 3.4 (left) Isometric view of props in NB tunnel, (right) Prop instrumentation legend 
Results presented separately at the top and bottom allow for comparison and validation of 
data observed. Often, large differences in force values were noted in the data between top and 
bottom. Since loading was applied at the ends only, the stress profiles along the prop should be 
relatively homogenous. These differences are indicative of either bad sensors or nonlinear stress 
profiles through the prop cross section. Discussion of data quality will occur later in Section 3.5. 
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3.3 Steel Opening Set Instrumentation 
Opening steel sets were instrumented with 32 strain gauges per opening set on the lintel, 
sill, and both jambs. These were arranged in 16 sets of 2 gauges, with one placed toward the 
tunnel intrados (on the flange) and the other placed toward the tunnel extrados (near the back 
plate). These are shown below in Figure 3.5.  
 
Figure 3.5 (left) Layout of steel opening set strain gauges, (right) Isometric view of gauges 
on steel 
Each pair of sensors at each of the 16 locations was used to establish a force and moment 
combination along the direction of strain gauge alignment. Jamb gauges were oriented in the 
direction of hoop forces, vertically along the opening. Lintel and sill gauges were oriented in the 
longitudinal direction, horizontally aong the opening, to capture the lintel bending behavior. 
Calculation of the force-moment combinations are shown below in Figure 3.6, using the lintel as 
an example. A strain profile is constructed from the pair of strain gauges by assuming a linear 
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distribution along the section. Strains are converted to stress using the elastic modulus of the 
steel. Force and moment are then calculated using mechanics principles. The bending stiffness 
(Iyy) and area of the section varies along the width of the jambs and lintel/sill, so a normalized 
value is used.  
         
Figure 3.6 Steel opening set strain calculation 
It is worth noting that the assumption of a linear strain profile has several major 
drawbacks in the calculation of moment and forces from the strain gauges, particularly with the 
influence of local effects. For example, contact pressures applied to the end of a segment may 
not be evenly distributed, particularly with the precast construction method. These uneven 
pressures require a development length before they can be considered a uniform stress across the 
section. These segments, with many stresses applied from several directions and frequent 
contacts between precast components, will have many variations in the stress profile, particularly 
at the edges where loads are applied from neighboring segments.  
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Many of the strain gauges are installed at the edges of the steel opening set to maximize 
their sensitivity to bending and axial stresses. However, this also increases their susceptibility to 
local concentrations, as mentioned above. In contrast, the center of the members will give a more 
uniform profile to establish stresses acting along the entire section in bending and compression, 
but with much smaller magnitudes in the gauges, causing potential issues with gauge sensitivity 
and precision. The tradeoff between these two placement locations must be considered in 
analyzing the results. 
Forces and moments calculated at each location for the locations shown in Figure 3.5 are 
available in Appendix A.  
3.4 Concrete Segment Instrumentation 
For the concrete segment instrumentation, select segments were installed with embedded 
strain gauges attached to the rebar reinforcement. Eight gauges were used in each instrumented 
segment, arranged in rectangles at each end of the segment with the instrument measurement 
axis aligned with the hoop force direction. The locations are shown below in Figure 3.7.  
 
Figure 3.7 Embedded strain gauge layout for reinforced concrete segments 
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Stresses and force/moment combinations for the segments were calculated at each end 
grouping in a similar fashion to the props mentioned above. Averages of all four strains were 
used to calculate hoop force using mechanics principles. Moments acting longitudinally and 
radially were calculated by averaging the pairs relevant to each side of the bending axis, then 
computing the moment based on mechanics principles and the strain profile.  
In the case of errant or missing data in the sensors, the force and moment calculations 
detailed above skip the incorrect values when establishing the strain value. For example, if one 
gauge out of four did not produce a stable value when field measurements were conducted, the 
force calculation takes the average of only three sensors and the moment calculations base one 
end of the strain profile on a single value only. If insufficient data was available to establish a 
strain profile sufficient for force or moment calculations, an error was returned and the data point 
was omitted from the force or moment plot. 
Nine rebar reinforced concrete segments were selected for installation of the embedded 
strain gauges at each end, resulting in 18 locations available for determining hoop force and 
bending moment. These locations were spread throughout three rings spanning from the center of 
the northbound cross passage opening set to the full concrete ring on the right side. 
Instrumentation was not conducted to the left since the cross passage data should be theoretically 
symmetrical about the opening. The locations of these instrumented segments are shown in 
Figure 3.8, with names assigned based on their location. An isometric view showing some of the 
instrumented segments was shown with the props above in Figure 3.4, with strain gauges shown 






Figure 3.8 Layout of rings and locations with concrete strain gauge instrumentation 
3.5 Data Quality Considerations 
Analysis of the data was performed using the methods described above. The raw 
frequency data and calculation of strains was provided as-is by the site engineers, accompanied 
with some notation in the data such as “values varied within specified range” or “errors likely, 
revisit later.” Many of these comments on the data were left unresolved, and efforts to determine 
the site engineer of record were not fruitful. Instead, the best possible interpretation of the brief 
notes provided was assumed to continue with the analysis. Portions of the data set were 
accordingly tossed out, typically when included data had a widely variable range given for a 
single reading, broken sensors, or significant anomalies (>30%) of the values observed before 
and after the point(s) in question.  
The methods used to calculate strain were unable to be verified with manufacturer 
information, since the make and model of gauges was not recorded. Therefore, uncertainty 
analysis based on instrument accuracy and precision was unable to be conducted on the sensors. 
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Analysis will instead rely on a broad view of the data, acknowledging that results will contain 
unknown influences of sensor noise, hysteresis, sensor drift, imprecision, and inaccuracy. 
To clarify these issues as they appear in the data, an example has been selected and 
shown below in Figure 3.9. Strain readings have been multiplied by the Modulus of Elasticity of 
steel (200 GPa) to reflect normal stress (compression positive), which allow better comparison to 
the yield stress of steel (300 MPa). This plot was selected because it is representative of some of 
the issues experienced in many of the data plots for different members. This prop was installed 
and baselines established 9 days prior to the start of excavation (day -9), then the hydraulic jack 
was extended 5 days prior to excavation. Commencement of excavation occurred at day 0, with 
progressive excavations roughly every 1-2 days. 
 
Figure 3.9 Gauge stress plot for XP 41 - NB Prop II (compression positive) 
Two main errors are shown in the above plot. First, there is a significant change in stress 
from day -8 to day -6 in three sensors (c, w, and z) when no propping activities occur, since the 
first value at day 5 was taken prior to propping. This indicates poor baselining of the sensors, 
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since it is highly unlikely the steel would undergo a shift of 10-25 MPa as shown. With no 
change in force in the jack, no change should be measured in the unloaded member.  
Second, there is significant deviation from the expected stress profile in the observed 
results. The propping structure is designed to act in uniform axial compression, initially applied 
with the hydraulic jack, to support the hoop forces acting across the opening set. Some moment 
transfer may be possible due to the end conditions. Although the connection details are not 
precisely given, the drawings indicate connections which provide significant bearing to transfer 
the compressive loads from the props to the steel and concrete segments. The contact area is 
sufficient that a pinned connection cannot be assumed – moment transfer is possible through a 
fixed or semi-fixed condition. Regardless, initial jacking should apply only a uniform normal 
stress to the props.  
In contrast, the resulting stresses after propping (approx. day -4) vary from 0-60 MPa for 
sensors that are all aligned with this uniform normal stress. These variations make little sense – 
the differences in stress from front to back and left to right flanges, as well as end to end, have no 
coherent pattern that matches with the loading on the member (ie, stress patterns at one end 
which may suggest bending in one direction are not verified by the stress pattern at the opposite 
end). It is possible that there may be some local effects seen in the strain data resulting from the 
sensor proximity to the end connection – sufficient length may not be present to allow for a 
uniform stress distribution to develop in the section. However, this is unlikely given the large 
end connection which should apply force relatively uniformly to the member. With such a large 
observed discrepancy, concerns with the measurements themselves should be considered. 
Measurement errors for the prop stresses are significant, and indicative of more than 
sensor drift or slight imprecision in the instrumentation. The main cause can be ascribed to 
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concerns with improper baselining and installation of the sensors. Although the precise details of 
strain gauge installation are not known, a typical gauge installation manual was obtained from 
Geokon Inc. (2014). Successful instrumentation and monitoring relies on proper setting of the 
strain gauge in its fixed location and removal of all installation strains. Should any slips or 
adjustments occur as the gauge is adjusting from an unloaded state to a compressive or tensile 
state, an offset will appear before the gauge begins to detect changes. Particularly for 
instrumentation on steel, very small changes in strain can translate to large stress increases, so 
installation must be conducted carefully. 
Strain reading error is less prevalent in the embedded concrete gauges. Since these 
sections respond to the same loading with greater strains, the influence of gauge errors, 
baselining, and installation offsets are reduced significantly. As shown below in Figure 3.10, 
strain gauge readings are multiplied by the elastic modulus of concrete (35.2 GPa) to obtain the 
stress plots. For comparison, the yield strength of these concrete segments was in the range of 
55-65 MPa (Harding and Francis 2013). These stresses show a highly consistent initial range 
(varying from 5-8 MPa) and observable trends over time that allow discernable trends to be 
considered. 
Additional strain gauge reading errors were encountered with instrumentation on the 
opening steel sets, particularly for the NB side of XP 41. For each element (lintel, jambs, sill), 
usually only 1-3 of the 8 gauges were able to record data consistently for much of the excavation. 
Most sensors would cease recording values in the 10 days prior to the start of excavation. It is 
believed that this is due to a combination of concerns with the data logger, which was set to 
record daily values, and damage to the instruments as construction activities neared the opening 




                 
Figure 3.10 Gauge stress plot for XP 41 – NB Ring 36 Segment 5 
instrumentation results in determining the main mechanisms influencing the tunnel. These plots 
are available in Appendix A for further review. 
3.6 Assembly of Output Plots 
Force and moment plots are assembled based on the stress plots (examples shown above). 
In consideration of the potential error sources mentioned above, several measures were 
conducted to emphasize the loading behavior due to the cross passage excavation while filtering 
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out the data errors. The main means to accomplish this was a “re-zeroing” of data based on a 
selected point in time, chosen from within the 10 days prior to excavation at a point where all 
sensors exhibit stable values.  
By establishing a new zero value, information on the development of stresses over time 
from pre-installation through to the geostatic loading state is lost. However, as mentioned above, 
this data was invalid for many of the sensors, particularly those sensors installed on the steel 
components. Therefore, the zeroed data yields only the change in magnitude as the works 
progress. To provide a reference for the magnitude, the original values prior to offset are 
presented. Additional information, such as the geostatic analysis discussed in Chapter 2 or the 
known magnitude of hydraulic propping, provides further reference for the observed force 
results. This allows the reader to compare the magnitude of changes to the absolute magnitude of 
forces, e.g. ∆F = 0.2 MN compared to Ftotal = 3 MN shows that the changes are minor (<10%). 
A second method used was the inherent averaging within the calculation. Since the 
calculation typically involves incorporating 4 strain measurements into developing a stress 
profile, single erroneous values in one portion of the flange have their influence reduced to a 
quarter on the final resultant force. This results in relatively stable average values for the force 
results that are sensitive to changes exhibited across all strain sensors, rather than single 
erroneous ones. 
Altogether, these averaged value plots for force and moment development in all cross 
passage elements provide the material for analysis in Chapter 4. A full summary of the force and 
moment data plots, both with and without zeroing methodology as descried above, is available in 
Appendix A for reference.  
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3.7 Additional Data 
Further to the instrumentation presented above for cross passage 41, additional 
instrumentation data for the project was available. This included the same sets of instrumentation 
for cross passage 40, which is presented in Appendix A. This data set is not discussed further in 
the thesis since all of the available results for the concrete segments and the steel opening 
segments contained significant omissions between day 3 and day 6 of the data analysis. During 
this period, readings from the gauges changed substantially, with no viable explanation in the 
project documentation. 
Additionally, some survey data is available from the two cross passages, which can be 
found in Appendices D and E. The survey data consists of convergence monitoring performed in 
the mainline tunnels to ensure that cross passage construction activities do not result in 
significant deflections in the main tunnel profile. Generally, the cross passages were performed 
very successfully, with observed vertical and horizontal movements of negligible magnitude 
throughout the twin bored tunnels. Some deflection of the cross passages was noted; this will be 






ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF FIELD DATA BEHAVIOR 
This chapter is focused on the development of proposed mechanisms to describe 
observed behavior in the data. Mechanisms are constructed from known behaviors established in 
the literature, prior analysis, and engineering mechanics principles. The sections in this chapter 
focus on two key aspects of the analysis. The first is a comparison between the results from 
analytical methods (Chapter 2) and observed geostatic results for the concrete segments, prior to 
re-zeroing (steel instrumentation was not considered during the geostatic state due to wide 
variation in baselining). The second is evaluation of the behavior over time, based on the 
averaged and zeroed values, for all available portions of the data set.  
4.1 Geostatic Condition 
Prior to discussion of the time-dependent behavior related to cross passage excavation, 
the initial values of force and moment in the concrete segments under geostatic conditions will 
be discussed. Strain gauge values used to generate force-moment combinations were recorded 
for three rings in the NB tunnel – the opening ring, centered on the cross passage opening, the 
prop ring adjacent to the right, and the full concrete ring adjacent to the right of the prop ring. No 
monitoring was conducted to the left of the opening since symmetric conditions were assumed. 
Strain results are available for more than 40 days prior to the start of excavation activities 
(propping, preparation of opening set, and start of excavation), so results were checked to ensure 
that stable values were obtained to characterize the geostatic state.  
It is noted that opening steel segments in both NB and SB tunnels were also instrumented 
with data recorded during this period. However, baselining for these sensors was not conducted 
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in a reliable fashion, so the hoop force results vary widely – in some cases, presenting significant 
tension in the structure. These results, therefore, will be neglected. 
4.1.1 Observed Loads for Geostatic Condition 
Initial geostatic state hoop thrust and moments from the three concrete rings are 
presented below in Figure 4.1. See Figure 3.8 for the location of each ring with respect to the 
cross passage opening. The opening ring, centered on the 3-wide opening steel set, shows 
compressive forces ranging from 2.6 to 7.7 MN and moments from -0.03 MN-m to 0.21 MN-m. 
The prop ring, at the edge of the 3-wide opening set, has forces ranging from 4.5 to 6.0 MN and 
moments from -0.03 to 0.16 MN-m. Lastly, the full concrete ring just outside the opening steel 
set shows forces ranging from 4.4 to 5.5 MN and moments from -0.05 to 0.09 MN-m.  
 
Figure 4.1 Concrete segment forces and moments under geostatic loading, prior to cross 
passage excavation. Compression is (+) for forces, tension on intrados is (+) for moment 
There is a progression from a wide range of force and moment values in the center ring to 
a more grouped range in the full concrete ring. Additionally, development of negative bending 
(tension on the extrados) is very limited for all concrete segments. Possible causes for the 
observed values, as well as these two behaviors, will be discussed in the following sections. 
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4.1.2 Comparison of Observed Results with Analytical and Numerical Methods 
Four methods of geostatic analysis for force and moment results were used as comparison 
methods. Analytical methods were used following the closed-form solutions presented by 
Einstein & Schwartz (1979) and Ranken (1978), using both non-slip and full-slip methods for 
each. Numerical methods included a structural beam-spring model for ground reaction using 
finite element software package Strand7, and a 2D geotechnical model with tunnel lining using 
finite element software package Phase2. Full descriptions of the assumptions and methodology 
for these analyses were presented in Chapter 2. A summary of results has been reproduced below 
in Table 4.1. 




Hoop Force Moment 
Min / Max Max (Abs. Value) 
(MN, per ring) (MN-m, per ring) 
E&S Closed Form 
No Slip 3.1 / 5.3 0.41 
Full Slip 4.1 / 4.3 0.49 
Ranken Closed Form 
No Slip 3.6 / 5.1 0.39 
Full Slip 4.3 / 4.4 0.47 
Strand7 Beam Spring FE Model 4.6 / 6.6 0.47 
Phase2 Continuum FE Model 2.5 / 3.4 0.22 
 
Results from the two closed form solutions (Section 2.2) assume a simple liner in 
homogeneous ground, averaging the two geologic units within the tunnel profile to obtain a 
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single set of ground properties. These results give a hoop thrust range of 3.1 – 5.4 MN per ring, 
reasonably comparable to the observed hoop thrust ranging from 4.5 – 6.0 MN in the two non-
central rings. Further analysis of these results is unwarranted due to the extensive simplifications 
in the method; these results are intended only to provide a frame of reference for the numerical 
FE results.  
Because of the limitations of closed-form solutions applied to the two-layer geology,   
numerical methods were required to capture the behavior of the geologic layers as it affects the 
force and moment in the tunnel lining. First, the beam-spring model (Section 2.3) was used to 
account for the significant difference in the ground reaction stiffness. Beam spring modeling 
techniques are known to produce larger than expected moment results in tunnel lining solutions 
(ITA Working Group 1988); however, the shape of the moment distribution still applies, and the 
magnitudes are not unreasonably large. Results from the beam spring model showed hoop thrust 
from 4.5 – 6.5 MN and moments up to 0.48 MN*m, on a per-ring basis. Predicted hoop force 
results span a range higher than the actual results (4.5 – 6.0 MN) because the model does not 
consider any arching of soil load or contribution from the ground to support overburden. In 
reality, some strength of soil will be mobilized to resist overburden loads and reduce the loads on 
the tunnel lining to some point between full Terzaghi arching and overburden loads. This 
supports the observed discrepancy in values for the beam spring model. 
Of particular interest in these results is comparing the magnitude and shapes of moments 
in the rings to the moment diagram shape in the beam spring model, shown below in Figure 4.2. 
Considering the joints and segmental nature of the lining, moments will be more or less constant 
across the length of any given segment since the hinges at the ends do not allow for much 
moment transfer. Each of the 6 monitored segments in the prop ring and full concrete ring have a 
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moment gradient of no more than 0.08 MN from one end to the other. The average moment 
values between each of these pairs is also similar in both magnitude and direction (+ or – 
moment) to the moment diagram shape expected from the tunnel. In the prop ring, the highest 
positive moments are observed in the crown, reducing slightly on either side, with very small 
moments below springline in the stiff sandstone. In the full concrete ring, small magnitude 
moments are present in rings centered on inflection points in the beam spring model. For 
example, sensors G-J on the segment in the top left of this ring are centered slightly towards the 
compressive side of the inflection point on the beam spring model. Such observed behavior 
seems to justify the moment distributions calculated with the Strand7 model. 
 
Figure 4.2 Strand7 numerical beam spring model, (left) Moment diagram, (right) Simple 
deflected shape 
Lastly, the Phase2 geotechnical model (Section 2.4) considered impacts from 
construction of both tunnels. The resulting forces acting in the lining of the tunnel with highest 
stresses ranged from 2.5 – 3.4 MN per ring, with moment magnitudes up to 0.22 MN*m per ring. 
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These magnitudes are significantly smaller than the results produced through analytical or 
numerical methods. It is possible that, in the model, plastic yielding of the ground material 
adjacent to the lining resulted in reduced forces imparted into the lining. In particular, the stiff 
sandstone was considered to maintain a large unloading effect as the excavation allows pressures 
in the tunnel to readjust. Realistically, the long term locked-in pressures within the rock will 
likely return over the dormant period prior to cross passage construction, leading to less of an 
arching effect to maintain ground stresses.  
However, the moment magnitudes are much closer to the actual observed results shown 
in Figure 4.1. This is possibly due to the inclusion of ground stiffness and deformation for 
reaction in this model. By using ground elements to provide the reaction against the segments 
rather than a simplified ground modulus method applied to a ground spring, as used in the beam 
spring model. Considering and accounting for the stiffness of the confining ground and its 
actions to prevent eccentric deformations in the tunnel justifies the small moments observed in 
the field readings.  
4.1.3 Mechanisms Influencing Results for Geostatic Condition 
The mechanisms causing the observed behavior and model behavior can be described as 
both local and general effects. Local effects include contact stresses, joints acting as a moment 
release, variation in material properties, and errors causing variation within individual segments. 
General effects include larger mechanisms such as geologic influences or the redistribution of 
loading across multiple rings. 
The first local effect results from two different segment types within the same ring, i.e. 
reinforced concrete and steel segments. This occurs in both the opening ring and prop ring shown 
in Figure 4.1. The elastic modulus for steel (Es = 200 GPa) is roughly 10x higher than the elastic 
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modulus for concrete (Ec = 35 GPa), resulting in a much higher concentration of force around the 
steel segments. Additionally, the steel opening set segments have a variable cross section and 
were installed with steel packing, bolting, and pressuring from the TBM thrust rams. All of these 
factors can contribute to large stress concentrations in and around the steel. Effects would be 
most noticeable in the opening ring, where the concrete forces show the largest variation. 
Stress concentrations may not be limited to steel segments, however. A second possible 
local effect is stress concentrations in the area surrounding segmental joint contacts, both radially 
and longitudinally. Recalling the discrete segment model results from Section 2.5.1, which have 
been reproduced in Figure 4.3 below, most segments do not show a large change in stresses from 
one end of the segment to the other. However, field observations shown in Figure 4.1 reveal 
differences up to 2.9 MN in hoop thrust forces and 0.24 MN-m in moments from one end of the 
segment to the other (opening ring B-D, E-G, and H-K). These large discrepancies therefore 
suggest local stress concentrations in the proximity of joints present only in field conditions, 
where installation contacts between segments may cause local stress concentrations affecting 
results of specific sensors. 
The third local effect influencing results is the presence of joints to act as moment 
releases in all three rings. As seen in Figure 4.3 below, when areas of high moment induced from 
the ground loads occur mid-span in a concrete segment, significant stresses develop across the 
entire segment, shown in the segments spanning springline of the tunnel. However, if joints are 
present at the areas of high anticipated moment, the flexibility in the ductile joints allows 
dissipation of the bending moments through the formation of plastic hinges. Since the full 
section thickness is not present at the contact, the reduced thickness leads to a smaller moment 




Figure 4.3 Numerical model of discrete segments, Von-Mises stress result (Moore 2014) 
Changes in bending stiffness under loading are not limited solely to segmental joints. An 
additional possibility is that the segmental concrete can exhibit non-linear elastic behavior under 
loading. Concrete segments are designed for capacity that develops after initial cracking of the 
concrete under bending. Shallow tunnels with low hoop forces often mobilize moment resistance 
which occurs after cracking of the section, leading to a reduction in bending deflection stiffness 
for the section. 
More generally, the nonlinear response of a cracked section and deformable plastic 
hinges at the connections between allow for a generalized behavior of moment redistribution 
between adjacent segments and neighboring rings. Since offsetting portions of each ring develop 
these plastic hinges and cracked sections under bending load, bending stresses can be shared 
from ring to ring through the shear dowels. Overall, this results in a tunnel lining with varying 
stiffness as different portions of the concrete are responding to load, without sacrificing capacity 
as neighboring rings are able to take up load. If one of the segments within the instrumented area 
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were to develop varying stiffnesses in this fashion, it may justify the variations around the ring as 
observed in Figure 4.1. 
Lastly, it is worth mentioning the data quality concerns mentioned in Chapter 3. Gauge 
drift over time, improper baselining, poor sensor alignment, or damage to the instruments could 
potentially impact selected results from some rings discussed prior. Segmental linings under 
geostatic conditions will not exhibit hoop forces doubling in magnitude from one end of the 
segment to the other, as seen in segment B-D of the opening ring in Figure 4.1. This particular 
issue is more likely an issue of poor baselining in the sensors at B, which is inconsistently low 
compared to the remainder of the ring. Instrumentation issues such as these may contribute in 
part to small discrepancies across all of the geostatic results. 
4.2 Sequence of Events for Development of Stresses 
The primary purpose of field instrumentation of the cross passages for the Brisbane 
Airport Link project is to characterize the development of stresses over time as the cross passage 
excavation progresses. To describe this process, first the construction sequence in the drawings 
will be matched with field observation notes to construct a timeline for the project. Only then can 
the observed trends in the forces and moments be evaluated to determine the driving mechanisms 
influencing load distribution in the cross passages.  
In the data sets provided, the field engineer recorded shorthand notes of construction 
activities at every point when strain readings were recorded, along with a date and time. Based 
on these notes, dates for the completion of each heading, bench, and installation were inferred. 
The date and time recorded were then normalized to the date when excavation of the tunnel first 
began. For cross passage 41, day zero (start of excavation activities) was March 3, 2011. The 




Figure 4.4 Timeline of construction activities for cross passage 41 
Connecting the timeline of construction activities shown in Figure 4.4 to a preliminary 
analysis of the strain data, discrete trends became apparent. These trends were considered 
between each element and specific events were created that are tied to a specific group of trends. 
The event sequence for cross passage 41, shown below in Table 4.2, facilitates this comparison 
of trends from different data sets to the same time scale. 
The trends observed in the northbound tunnel are simplified into six main events. Event 
N1 consists of the changes in forces due to prop jacking events, ranging from day -6 when no 
activities had yet taken place to day -3 when stabilized stress values after jacking emerge in the 
data. Event N2 describes the force redistribution that occurs when the removable steel sections 
can no longer bear the hoop and longitudinal forces in the tunnel, requiring the remaining 
opening areas and props to manage the additional loading. Event N3 describes the changes 
during initial excavation as the ground nearest the tunnel is removed. The second bench 
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Table 4.2 Event sequence for cross passage 41 
Northbound Tunnel Event Sequence Southbound Tunnel Event Sequence 
Event Days Event Days 
N1 Prop Jacking for NB -6 to -3 S1 2 Headings, 1 Bench -6 to 2 
N2 Door Opening -3 to 0 S2 5 Headings & Benches 2 to 11 
N3 3 Headings, 1 Bench 0 to 4 S3 Prop Jacking for SB 11 to 12 
N4 1 Bench 4 to 6 S4 2 Headings, 3 Benches 12 to 17 
N5 6 Headings, 5 Benches 6 to 15 S5 Shotcrete Seal & Finish 18 to 25 
N6 2 Benches, Finishing 15 to 25  
 
excavation causes a significant deflection event in the tunnel, deserving of a separate event in the 
sequence (N4). As the excavation continues into more open ground, event N5 describes the 
continuing changes in the northbound tunnel. Finally, event N6 contains the minimal remaining 
effects on NB mainline tunnel stresses following completion of top heading excavations for the 
cross passage. 
The southbound tunnel events are similarly documented, with the main difference being 
the events are structured around excavation moving toward the opening, instead of away from it. 
Negligible changes are noted in stress distributions until day 2 (event S1); after day 2, continued 
excavation progress towards the SB tunnel begins to register stress effects in event S2. A 
separate event, S3, is set aside for the jacking of SB tunnel props as well. Final progress to the 
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outside of the SB tunnel occurs in event S4, with final adjustments after completion of the cross 
passage shotcrete lining finished in event S5. 
An example can be used to clarify the development of the above event sequence. 
Observation of the strain data for days 0-4 reveals declining strains in gauges on the NB props 
and concrete segments. After day 4, the trend in behavior in the props and segments changes, 
implying a new event grouping. These data trends are then connected to the timeline of 
construction activities to establish an event. Days 0-4 consists of the first two heading 
excavations, first bench excavation, and a subsequent heading excavation. Grouping together the 
strain trends and timeline, the event N3 is created. This same process was applied for each event 
to create the sequence shown in Table 4.2. 
4.3 Observed Results in NB Tunnel Structures 
The following section details the stress progression in the NB tunnels for XP 41. These 
plots are a product of the individual stresses and strains, developed according to the methods and 
limitations laid out in Chapter 3. Initially, the force and moment progressions over time will be 
presented for both prop and concrete instrumentation. Subsequently, a step-by-step analysis of 
each discrete event shown in Table 4.2 above will be considered. Mechanisms driving the 
observed changes will be established with each step. 
4.3.1 Prop Forces in NB Tunnel 
The development of prop forces in the northbound tunnel (launch side) is established 
with strain gauges placed on four props, two on either side of the opening. Presented below in 
Figure 4.5 are the axial force in the props based on an average of the axial strain values at the top 









During initial propping (Event N1), forces increase in the props to jacked levels, varying 
from 1 – 3 MN. Props often exhibit significant variation from top sensor groups to bottom sensor 
groups, as shown, sometimes nearly doubling in magnitude. All props were jacked to the same 
target hydraulic pressure of 250 bar, which translates to an expected prop force of 2.8 MN. This 
discrepancy between strain-based forces and the load induced by the hydraulic jack indicates 
unreliable baseline measurements and calculation methods to determine absolute magnitude of 
load. Instead of considering the absolute magnitude of loads, relative magnitudes based on 
zeroing the magnitudes after propping will be used. Figure 4.6 shows the same trends and 
magnitudes shown in Figure 4.5 with a new zero value taken at day -2, after propping is 
complete. This allows presentation of relative trends between props more clearly by removing 
the initial offset from hydraulic jacking.  
Although magnitudes of the changes may not be directly comparable, the trends observed 
from the data can be clearly seen through the remaining event sequence. Generally, variation of 
data within 0.1 MN can be attributed to noise in the sensors, less than 5% of the overall 
magnitude of the load. Single anomalous data points, such as the yellow triangle on day 6.75 (top 
of Prop IV), can safely be ignored if the trend is not matched by neighboring data. However, 
cases such as day 0 when all sensors exhibit a jump in magnitude together should be considered 
significant. 
Following installation and jacking of the hydraulic props, the opening sets were removed 
in preparation of excavation (event N2). This led to an increase in force for all props at day 0, 
resulting from hoop load held by the opening being transferred to the adjacent props and jambs. 
Subsequent excavation immediately behind the opening (day 1) removed the ground 









in elements close to the opening. After removal of the ground, relaxation occurred in these 
elements and force was allowed to transfer to broader regions of the opening set and lining, away 
from the props. This is observed from day 0 to day 1 in the props as shown above in Figure 4.6. 
Additionally, the horizontal pressure applied by the ground was removed from the system, 
reducing general loading on the tunnel as a whole. This reduction in hoop load continued through 
the course of event N3 as the sandstone bench excavation was conducted as well, showing a 
decrease in force for all props until day 4.  
The excavation of the second bench (event N4), slightly further away from the door, 
coincided with a noticeable increase in force for props II and III nearest the opening. This 
occurred simultaneously with a measured 1.5 cm displacement in the crown of the first cross 
passage heading, shown below in Figure 4.7 (full survey data, incl. horizontal displacement, 
available in Appendix A). Referencing the construction timeline, the excavation of the second 
bench, out away from the tunnel opening set, appears to have triggered a redistribution of force 
throughout the cross passage.  
Following the principle of arching theory, a redistribution of stress in the tunnel does not 
occur unless displacement is allowed in the tunnel. Should a stiff support be installed 
immediately after excavation, stresses in the soil will remain relatively constant. However, in this 
case, excavation of the second bench in sandstone allowed the crown to settle, redistributing load 
from the soil back on to the mainline tunnel. The springline survey also showed a vertical heave 
response, indicating the crown displacement has decreased the load on top of the tunnel and 
allowed the lining to rebound slightly. This effect will be discussed again with the presentation 












The remaining excavation of the cross passage is listed as events N5 and N6. During this 
time, prop forces demonstrated a slight increase followed by a slight decrease as the excavation 
progressed. These prop force changes typically had magnitudes around 0.1 MN, less than 5% of 
the total prop forces. With such a small relative change, it can be observed that excavation 3-6 m 
(¼ - ½ tunnel diameter) from the opening has a minimal effect on prop loads, and excavation 
greater than 6 m (½ tunnel diameter) from the opening has no effect.  
4.3.2 Concrete Segment Forces in NB Tunnel 
The development of forces and moments in the NB tunnel concrete segments is 
established through instrumentation installed on 9 segments distributed through 3 rings. These 
rings are located at the center of the opening, aligned with props III and IV at the right of the 
opening, and the full concrete ring to the right of the opening (Figure 3.8). Instrumentation was 
not installed to the left of the opening; a symmetric condition about the centerline of the opening 
was assumed for planning of instrumentation. Each instrumented segment contained 8 strain 
gauges, 4 placed at each end to establish force and moment combinations at the segment ends. 
Figure 4.8, Figure 4.9, and Figure 4.10 show the change in forces over time, relative to a zero 
value established at Day -7. This zero value is used to present the influence of cross passage 
excavation more clearly for each combination of sensors. Analysis of the initial values before 
zeroing was conducted in Section 4.1. Geostatic hoop thrust ranged from 4.3 – 5.4 MN for the 
full concrete ring, the ring with the least observed impact from local effects. 
The primary function of the steel set around the cross passage opening is to allow transfer 
of hoop load from the opening ring to neighboring rings. Typically, segments transfer ring-to-
ring shear forces through the use of shear dowels and bolting between segments. However, in 






























from the crown of the tunnel acting on the opening ring would attempt to force the lintel and sill 
of the opening together, with this action being resisted by the steel and props in the area. The 
stress results show that this objective was achieved quite successfully. Throughout the entire 
excavation, almost no stress changes were observed in the opening ring above the lintel (sensors 
E and G, Figure 4.8). The steel set successfully held the stress in those elements at a constant 
level, pinning them in place throughout the excavation. 
Considering the remaining sensors around all three rings, two general trends can be 
observed. Events N3 and N4 represent the start of excavation, when initial excavation behind the 
opening set reduces the horizontal loading on the tunnel. Hoop forces decrease on the mainline 
tunnel, particularly in the three rings with the steel segment opening set. As excavation continues 
for events N5 and N6, the stresses once again increase, particularly in the segments below 
springline of the tunnel. This is likely due to a return of the horizontal forces, coupled with a 
slight contribution from soil arching behavior. 
The stress behavior of the concrete segments will be considered in further detail by 
looking at the trends within each individual event, incorporating changes from both concrete 
segment stresses and prop stresses. The above figures provide a reference when interpreting the 
trends within each event.  
4.3.3 Analysis of NB Event Sequence 
The following presentation of events incorporates the northbound tunnel data presented 
above as it changes along the event sequence. Data is presented as a space-based image to more 
easily compare the transfer of forces between different elements for a discrete time step. 
However, it should be noted that the full time-dependent behavior of the strain gauges is being 
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simplified in this presentation, and the figures with data vs time should be considered to verify 
the behavior seen on the diagrams.  
4.3.3.1 Event N1: Changes due to Prop Jacking, NB Tunnel 
The first event considered is the installation and extension of the hydraulic props in the 
tunnel. This event considers the changes between day -6 and day -3, relative to day 0 as the start 
of cross passage excavation.  
 
Figure 4.11 Changes in NB tunnel structures during prop jacking (event N1, day -6 to -3) 
As discussed prior, the sensors immediately above the lintel in the opening ring (E & G) 
show no change in force or moment as the lintel maintains and transfers the in-situ stresses in the 
concrete ring. Sensors around the remainder of the opening ring show a reduction in hoop forces 
after propping. This is due to extension of the prop jacks forcing rings outward and redistributing 
load according to their displacements. Similar trends are observed in the full concrete ring on the 
opposite side of the prop ring. 
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In principle, the mechanism for this load redistribution due to displacement is as follows: 
initial compression of the concrete lining when ground loading is applied causes inward radial 
displacement (convergence) of the ring as hoop forces develop, shown below in Figure 4.12 on 
the left. Uniform ground loading is assumed for illustrative purposes. The prop ring, containing 
the props, is shown in red, with the two neighboring rings, the opening ring and full concrete 
ring, shown in blue. When the props undergo hydraulic jacking, the prop ring displaces outward, 
forcing the neighboring rings to also displace outward as a result of the ring-to-ring shear dowel 
connections. This outward displacement means less hoop compression from the ground load, 
since the compressive strains have been reversed. This load is picked up by the prop ring, with 
larger hoop forces throughout. 
 
Figure 4.12 Ring displacement effects of prop jacking 
In addition to the displacement behavior of each ring, the effect of geology on the force 
balance at the prop abutments should be considered too. Shown below in Figure 4.13 are the 
force body diagrams for the upper and lower portions of the prop, before and after prop jacking. 
Moments are temporarily ignored for the purpose of this illustration. Before jacking occurs, the 
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props are in an unloaded state with no effect on the segmental lining forces. An addition of load 
from the propping jacks results in an increase in compressive force behind the abutment to react 
against the inclined prop force and a decrease in compressive force between the prop attachment 
points as load is transferred from the segments to the prop. To counterbalance the horizontal 
component of the prop force, increased ground pressures from outside the tunnel will react 
against the extrados as the props extend. 
                           
Figure 4.13 Prop jacking force diagrams, (left) Top of prop, (right) Bottom of prop 
The main difference between actions at the top of the prop (shown left) and bottom of the 
prop (shown right) is the magnitude of the ground reaction. Since stiff sandstone (CD3) is 
present below the invert of the tunnel, a small extension of the jacks will result in a relatively 
large increase in ground reaction pressure against the tunnel. Additionally, with the higher 
friction angle as well, some of the hoop force will be carried by shear in the ground, with a 
relatively smaller magnitude transferred around the remainder of the hoop. At the top of the 
props, however, highly weathered siltstone (SD4) with lower stiffness will allow more 
displacement of the segments into the ground before equilibrium is reached. Accordingly, more 
of the hoop forces will be carried by the concrete segment with the smaller ground reaction. 
Lastly, the lower friction angle of the weathered rock would result in very little frictional force 





regard to moments, jacking of the props would result in outward (positive) bending moments in 
the segments near the abutment. This is caused by the perpendicular force component that pushes 
the segment into the ground. 
These theoretical behaviors discussed above for prop jacking are reasonably justified by 
the observed force changes between all three rings. Shown in Figure 4.8, Figure 4.9, and Figure 
4.10, the N1 Prop Jacking event resulted in increased hoop forces above the props, decreased 
forces in the opening and full rings adjacent to the propping rings, and a larger hoop thrust 
increase at the top of the props than the bottom. Comparing magnitudes, the estimated hydraulic 
jack force of 2.8 MN added in each prop (5.4 MN in the prop ring) was balanced by the ground 
pressure reaction and transfer of loading from the jambs to the props. Only a small increase (0.5 
MN) was observed above the top of the props, and no increase was seen at the bottom, indicating 
most of the force rebalancing occurred within the steel and the reaction against the ground.  
However, not all observed behavior is readily explained – the decrease in forces in 
sensors A and B of the prop ring do not follow the logical progression described above. The 
initial zero values selected as the baseline may contain unusually high readings in these areas due 
to stress concentrations or anomalies in the readings. Propping may have allowed these 
concentrations to redistribute more evenly throughout the rings. It is plausible that placement of 
the precast segmental lining components by the TBM could influence these stress concentrations. 
When the TBM erector is used to place the segments, small installation tolerances in the segment 
alignment can be accomodated. Small differential placement of the segments can result in one 
segment being wedged in place by neighboring segments, with others allowed to slip more easily 
while being strained. This can result in locked-in force being more prevalent in one segment 
versus another, or an uneven stress profile across the segment as a whole.  
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4.3.3.2 Event N2: Changes due to Door Opening, NB Tunnel 
Event N2 considers the changes due to preparatory works for the 3 days immediately 
prior to the start of excavation, primarily involving the removal of the opening steel within the 
steel set and associated ground control. The force development during this event is introduced 
below in Figure 4.14. 
 
Figure 4.14 Changes in NB tunnel structures during door opening (event N2, day -3 to -0) 
Removal of the opening sets resulted in a slight increase in hoop force adjacent to the 
opening, seen in the props and prop ring measurements. A decrease was seen in the hoop forces 
in the opening ring. The stresses present in the removable steel components of the opening set 
were unloaded prior to removal by the prop jacking of the opening set (Figure 4.13). However, 
some remaining hoop force was present as the sets were disassembled; once removed, the hoop 




The shift in loading is coupled with displacement behavior as well. The connecting 
elements between rings, such as the dowels and opening steel set, are required to maintain the 
opening in the central ring. Therefore, the transfer of hoop forces into the neighboring rings 
through these connecting elements results in small differential shear strains between rings. This 
action would allow some relaxation of compressive stress in the ring as confinement is reduced. 
It is worth noting that a 0.3 MN increase in hoop force occurs at point F in the full concrete ring 
during event N2, which is inconsistent with other readings in the ring. Considering the 
unexpectedly large magnitude for the same sensor in event N1 and the time behavior in Figure 
4.10, it is likely an anomalous value or stress concentration was present in the sensor group for 
the duration of 3-4 readings before returning to a more reasonable value again at day 0. 
4.3.3.3 Event N3: Initial Excavations, NB Tunnel 
Event N3 in the NB tunnel considers the changes due to the first 4 days of excavation. 
During this time, the first two headings, first bench, and third heading were constructed, 
installing shotcrete as the excavation progressed with a lattice girder and finishing layer on the 
first heading and bench. The force changes in the tunnels structure are shown in Figure 4.15. 
Hoop thrust values decreased in all rings and props throughout the initial excavation as 
horizontal pressures acting on the tunnel were removed. This was particularly prevalent in the 
opening and prop rings, the two rings aligned with the excavation where horizontal loading 
would have been removed. Figure 4.16 below shows a simplified diagram of this unloading 
effect. Total hoop forces around the entire ring are a result of the loading applied to each 
element; by removing some of the ground, loads are reduced for the entire ring. A small amount 






Figure 4.15 Changes in NB tunnel structures during initial excavations (event N3, day 0 to 4) 
 
Figure 4.16 Horizontal unloading effect 
The opening ring segment above the lintel (E/G) shows no change in load, however, as a 
result of the excavation. This suggests that the support to this area provided by the lintel and the 
props are preventing vertical displacement of the lintel, successfully transmitting all loads and 
changes in loads through the props so no strains occur to the segment.  
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4.3.3.4 Event N4: Heading & Bench Excavation with Observed Movement, NB Tunnel 
Event N4 was created on the basis of significant observed deformations in the cross 
passage, shown above in Figure 4.7. Subsequent to the installation of the lattice girder after the 
very first heading (day 1), survey monitoring was conducted for displacements at three points 
inside the cross passage, roughly aligned with the location of the first lattice girder. Settlement of 
5mm was observed during day 2, likely connected with the second heading excavation. 
Hammering of the first bench, extension of the lattice girder, and second layering of the first 1m 
excavation occurred on day 3, with no displacements noted. However, on day 4, during the third 
heading excavation, a significant displacement was noted in the first heading survey. Settlement 
of 10mm in the crown and heave of 5 mm at the springlines was recorded for the monitoring 
points in the first heading. Event N4 was created to capture the observed stress changes around 
this settlement event. 
 
Figure 4.17 Changes in NB tunnel structures during heading and bench excavation with 
observed movement (event N4, day 4 to 6) 
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Observing the stress behavior during this event as shown above in Figure 4.17, force and 
moment stay relatively constant through the event. The unloading effect is not felt in the liner 
segments as the excavation has progressed beyond the first heading and bench. An increase in 
forces is noted on props II and III, particularly right at the end of the day 5 in the time data 
shown in Figure 4.6. Correspondingly, an increase in forces is seen by the invert of the prop ring 
as well. These increases are likely connected with a redistribution of force following the 
settlement in the crown, which allows ground pressures to arch around the cross passage and for 
nearby stiffer elements (tunnel structures, unexcavated ground) to take the load as the tunnel 
crown moves.  
The observed settlement is most likely connected with the excavation of the second 
invert, shown below in Figure 4.18. Prior to the excavation of the second invert, one full heading 
and invert has been completed behind the opening set with a lattice girder finishing shotcrete. 
This heading contains the monitored survey targets. The two headings shown in the initial state 
have shotcrete installed to act in redistributing arch load around the excavation into the 
sandstone, shown in the bottom half of the tunnel in orange. However, when the second bench is 
excavated by hammering out the sandstone, loads acting on the second heading are no longer 
supported by the shotcrete, since their abutment into sandstone at the invert has been removed. 
As a result, loads are carried by the first and third heading areas. This extra induced load on 
relatively young shotcrete can result in movement in the first heading. 
Connecting the displacements and excavation behavior summarized above to the 
development of stresses in the tunnel lining, shotcrete, and ground would be helpful. However, 
stress and load data for the cross passage lining is unavailable for this project. Additionally, it is 




Figure 4.18 Excavation sequence for second bench (event N4) 
event due to the incomplete field notes recording the occurrence of events (see above in Figure 
4.4). It is merely assumed that the invert excavation must take place between two headings, and 
the date of excavation inferred from that information. 
Considering the total effects of Event N4, the stress behavior in the props and rings 
shows a reversal of trend during these 2 days. Prior to N4, the stress was generally decreasing in 
tunnel elements due to an unloading effect. However, after N4, loads in the props and segments 
increase slightly before plateauing with continuing excavation progress. The third heading and 
second bench act as a point of inflection for these trends. This is likely due to the effects of 
excavation geometry. The initial excavations in Event N3 occurred within 1-2 m of the 12m 
diameter mainline tunnel, with the dominant effect of removing loading pressures from the 
nearby ground. However, as the excavation progresses away from the opening, more ground 
movement and stress redistribution is allowed. This allows the cross passage to develop its own 
ground behavior from the transverse excavation, somewhat independent of the mainline tunnel.  
Results from Event N4 show that once progress reaches 3m, which is ½ diameter for the 
cross passage or ¼ diameter for the mainline tunnel, ground stress behavior develops 
independently, along with movement and activation of ground around the shotcrete. This 
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movement of ground is important – based on Terzaghi’s trap door experiments (1936), ground 
stress redistribution and arching does not occur unless deformation is allowed. The first 
excavation was conducted slowly. Contributions from ground improvement grouting, the pipe 
arch, and a short advance length acted to control the ground with minimal deflection. As 
excavation progresses, work is conducted at a quicker pace with less meticulous control of the 
ground than the initial start of excavation. This allows the ground loading to redistribute and 
share between in-situ soils and neighboring shotcrete lining, with a small amount of stress 
distributed back to the mainline tunnel. This will be seen in greater detail with event N5.  
Additionally, it should be noted that the first excavations took place in ground disturbed 
by the initial passage of the TBMs. Vibration, mechanical excavation, and use of conditioned 
ground along the mainline tunnel, along with the backfill grout, can act to create a small zone of 
disturbed ground around the tunnel. Depending on the success with balancing earth pressures, a 
zone of plastic yielding of the soil around the tunnel may also persist. These effects may 
combine to cause highest soil stresses at a short distance, around 2-3 m, from the tunnel extrados 
as a result of soil arching effects with TBM construction. Excavation into these areas with higher 
pressure, and further from the mainline tunnel supports, may induce additional load on to the 
cross passage lining, contributing to the observed settlement. 
Lastly, it should be noted that the invert excavation method required for the cross 
passages involves hammering of competent bedrock. These activities can induce fairly 
significant vibrations into the tunnel, influencing all of the above observed behaviors. Greater 
deflections can occur in the young layers of shotcrete as the particles cure to their final strength. 
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4.3.3.5 Event N5: Remaining Excavation, NB Tunnel 
Event N5 includes the remaining excavation up to and including the final heading at the 
SB opening set. Excavation of the final inverts near the SB tunnel opening and finishing of the 
first and second shotcrete layers was not included in this event, since stress development was 
observed to mostly stop once the top heading excavations were completed. Stress results from 
day 6 to day 15 as a part of this event are shown below in Figure 4.19. 
 
Figure 4.19 Changes in NB tunnel structures during remaining excavation (event N5, day 6 to 
15) 
The development of stresses over time shows prop forces rising slightly (0.1 MN) in most 
props for the first half of event N5 (Day 6 to 11), with the final few data points showing a slight 
decrease (0.2 MN), ending slightly below values from the start of the event, a net change of -0.1 
MN. This coincided with a steady increase in forces for the segments below the tunnel invert in 
all three monitored rings, but little to no change in the crown and lintel of the rings. 
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Two behaviors contribute to cause the observed effects. First is the effect of soil arching 
and ground load redistribution, induced by the top heading excavations in the tunnel. Overburden 
loads previously held by the now-excavated ground are shared instead by the shotcrete lining, 
nearby ground, and, to a lesser extent, the mainline tunnel structures. This effect increases loads 
on prop, concrete, and steel structures for both NB and SB tunnels. This is seen with the increase 
in prop forces early in Event N4, as heading excavations distribute load back to the NB tunnel. 
As excavation progresses further from the NB tunnel, additional load is instead seen in the SB 
tunnel elements, which will be discussed later.  
The influence of load redistribution is greater in the props than the segments for two 
reasons. First, the props are steel components with a higher stiffness than the concrete, and so 
will attract load over the segments. Second, the load will be applied to the segments as a normal 
pressure. The props contact the segments at an angle closer to the angle of the applied load than 
the segments, so it will attract higher loads.  
The second effect to explain observed trends in the data is a return of horizontal ground 
forces, particularly below springline of the tunnel. Hoop loads below springline of the tunnel 
showed a constant decrease until event N4; now, as excavation progresses, these values have 
reversed their decline and, in some cases, exceeded their initial value. As excavation progresses, 
the shotcrete develops a bond with the surrounding ground, particularly the stiff sandstone, 
allowing transfer of shear forces between ground and cross passage lining. Initial excavation had 
previously removed horizontal forces from behind the tunnel opening. However, as excavation 
progresses, a slow return of lateral earth pressure conditions to the soil gets transferred to the 
shotcrete lining, pressing back on the tunnel openings. Ground to the side of the mainline tunnel, 
opposite of the cross passage opening, relaxed horizontal loads to reach equilibrium as the tunnel 
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shifts slightly into the excavation. With the added presence of shotcrete bonded to the stiff 
sandstone, resistance is established to the lateral earth pressures. Restoration of initial conditions 
then occurs slowly, increasing the forces in the tunnel invert. Horizontal loads are thus imparted 
by sandstone units away from the excavation, as well as locked-in along the cross passage 
excavation. 
4.3.3.6 Event N6: Completion of SB Opening, NB Tunnel 
This event encompasses the excavation of the two remaining sandstone invert portions 
requiring hammering, as well as finishing of first and second layer shotcrete, completion of the 
southbound opening, and general finishing activities for the entire cross passage. The main effect 
on the NB observed during this sequence involves the release of locked-in horizontal forces built 
up during previous excavations. Shown below in Figure 4.20 are the stress changes observed 
during this final step. 
 
Figure 4.20 Changes in NB tunnel structures during SB tunnel connection finishing (event N6, 
day 15 to 25) 
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With the removal of the final bench of sandstone, horizontal locked-in force built up by 
slow repressuring in Event N5 is released, decreasing hoop forces to prior levels in the invert 
segments of the NB passage. Stresses are relaxed in all four props and both rings in line with the 
opening as a result of this behavior. Stresses in the full concrete ring, outside of the cross passage 
profile, show a slight decrease as well as the nearby rings release compressive stresses. 
In general, the completion of the excavation and initial lining of the cross passage allows 
a slight relaxation in stress for the mainline tunnels. However, most of the impact of final 
excavation was on the SB tunnel structures - the NB structures experienced mostly small changes 
at such a distance from the opening. 
The progression of northbound events stated above shows several mechanisms acting on 
the cross passage structures. Analysis of the southbound data in the following section will allow 
verification of the observed loading mechanisms, and discussion in Chapter 5 will bring together 
the observed trends and analyze the significance of the observed trends. 
4.4 Observed Results in XP 41 SB Tunnel Structures 
Similar to the NB tunnel, the observed results in the XP 41 SB tunnel structures will be 
considered, first with the presentation of data over time, followed by a detailed step-by-step 
analysis of the event sequence listed in Table 4.2. 
4.4.1 Prop Forces in SB Tunnel 
The southbound tunnel props were installed prior to creation of the opening in the steel 
segments in the southbound tunnel. Prop jacking occurred when excavation was well underway 
from the northbound side, but before excavation reached close proximity to the SB opening, at 
day 11. Figure 4.21, shown below, presents the average forces at the top and bottom of each prop 
based on the measured strain in the gauges. It should be noted that the data in this figure does not 
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start at zero because all strains are referenced to the baseline strain, e.g. the prop IV gauges were 
measured at day 10 to obtain a “zero” frequency value, then strains are measured relative to this 
baseline frequency. The strain at the baseline day itself cannot be known since there is no 
reference value prior to which the frequency can be compared (refer to Section 3.1 for further 
details). Similar to the northbound props, the data values were re-zeroed after jacking to more 
clearly show the excavation influence without the offset due to jacking. This is shown in Figure 
4.22 below. 
A force of 2.2 MN delivered through the jack pressure was anticipated for the SB props, 
instead of the 2.8 MN target used for the NB props. Jacking of the props took place 
incrementally from day 11 to day 12, with measurements taken at various increments throughout 
the day. Available notation is unclear on the precise details of the jacking sequence, eg. which 
props were jacked first, and measurement frequency for the strain sensors. This initial load 
amount was observed in Prop IV; however, the other props did not fully reach this quantity under 
initial jacking.  This is possible as jacking of the props in sequence may result in subsequent 
props may attract load from preceding props in the sequence. If Prop IV was jacked last, this 
may result in the higher observed stresses for that prop. Results may also be skewed as a result of 
sensor installation concerns (Section 3.5). 
After initial jacking, some relaxation occurs in the props before stabilizing around day 
13. This is likely due to readjustment of forces throughout the props, segments, and opening sets. 
The decreases during adjustment were quite small, around 0.1-0.2 MN. The stabilized values on 
day 13 were used as the baseline for re-zeroing in Figure 4.22. 
As the excavation progressed towards the SB tunnel opening after propping (event S4), 

















removing ground that is supporting the overburden loads, transferring more load onto the nearby 
soil and southbound tunnel. The effect becomes more noticeable as the excavation gets nearer to 
the southbound opening, up to the final excavation of the invert on day 17-18.  
However, when the final invert of sandstone is removed, a significant decrease in prop 
loads is observed, from day 17 to 18. This suggests that a large portion of the loading in the 
props was due to the confinement and ground loading applied through the sandstone layer near 
the invert of the tunnel. Removing the ground load and allowing more deformation into the cross 
passage near the invert resulted in a 0.2 MN decrease in load, approximately 10% of the total 
magnitude, in some props, seen above in Figure 4.22. 
4.4.2 Steel Opening Set Forces in SB Tunnel 
Instrumentation on the southbound tunnel steel opening set provided the force history 
prior to installation of the SB tunnel props. Shown below in Figure 4.23 are the resultant forces 
computed from the pair of strain gauges installed at each location. 
Reliable pre-installation baselines were not available for all gauges, so values were re-
zeroed at day -7, as shown. Trends are then shown for changes in the force through the 
remainder of the cross passage excavation. Hoop forces or longitudinal forces, for the jambs and 
lintel/sill respectively, are taken as an average of the two sensors at each location. It is worth 
noting that a single anomalous value in either sensor, resulting from localized stresses on the 
flanges or erroneous readings, can significantly influence the force values. This will be 
particularly prevalent since all sensors were placed on the extreme fibers in various parts of the 










Figure 4.23 Steel opening set force over time, Zeroed, XP 41 – SB 
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4.4.3 Analysis of SB Event Sequence 
A simplified set of diagrams incorporating the changes during the event sequence is 
presented below. Values are taken from the plots of prop and opening set forces, shown in Figure 
4.22 and Figure 4.23. Although the start-to-finish changes within the events are presented, 
observed behavior for each event considers the changes within each event as well. 
4.4.3.1 Event S1: No Influence & Event S2: CP Excavation, SB Tunnel 
Events S1 and S2 will be presented together for brevity. Shown below in Figure 4.24 are 
force diagrams expressing the force and moment constructed from each pair of strain gauges. 
The yellow dots correspond to locations of each pair of gauges, one towards the extrados and one 
towards the intrados. The green arrows show the direction which the gauges are aligned – the 
jamb gauges are measuring hoop force and ovaling moment acting around the tunnel, while the 
lintel and sill are measuring longitudinal locked-in force with beam bending moments as hoop 
loads are transferred to the jambs. In cases where no data is available due to a faulty gauge, no 
values are listed, since the force and moment combination cannot be discerned from a single 
gauge. 
Preparation and excavation activities near the NB opening, up to day 2, seemed to have 
no observable effect on the strains for the SB opening set. This time period is grouped as event 
S1. Following event S1, the effect of continuing excavation on the opening set is considered. A 
slight increase in jamb forces is noted from day 2 to day 6, but a reversal of trend and decrease in 
forces is present from day 7 to day 11. This can be attributed to a transfer of loading due to an 
open faced excavation, following the mechanism shown below in Figure 4.25. 
Initially, at a moderate distance from the SB tunnel, shotcrete on the face of the previous 




Figure 4.24 Changes in SB tunnel structures during: (left) no influence range (event S1, day -
10 to 2), (right) cross passage excavaion before SB propping (event S2, day 2 to 11) 
heading begins, the layer of shotcrete on the face is broken out and excavation progresses 
forward through the next heading. During this process, support for the ground loads acting on the 
crown is removed, requiring load to be transferred to either side, as shown on the right. Much of 
the load will be picked up by the relatively stiff shotcrete lining, but some will be transferred to 
the neighboring ground. As the excavation nears the SB tunnel (within 4-8 m), this transfer will 
also occur onto the structural elements of the tunnel, resulting in an increase in forces as 
observed in the data. 
However, as excavation becomes quite near the SB tunnel (around 4-5 m), removing the 
support from the heading will allow a relaxation of the locked-in horizontal force. This is the 
case particularly in the weathered siltstone layer, shown in blue, where the excavation will near 
the tunnel first. The competent sandstone layer, shown in orange, has higher strength and 




Figure 4.25 Face support loading transfer mechanism, (left) shotcrete support for face (right) 
support removed during advance 
locked-in force will not occur until very near the SB opening. This horizontal unloading allows 
for some deflection of the opening set with lesser confining force as well as a decrease in hoop 
forces seen by the jambs.  
Unfortunately, due to the limited instrumentation plan, no verification of this behavior is 
available from the changing forces in the concrete segments, props (not yet installed), cross 
passage lining, or ground pressure sensors. Evaluation of the effects noted above and verification 
with alternate methods will take place in Chapter 5. 
4.4.3.2 Event S3: Changes due to Prop Jacking, SB Tunnel 
Prior to the final 2-3 m of excavation in the cross passage, the props for the southbound 
tunnel were installed and jacked. Shown below in Figure 4.26 are the changes observed from the 
start to finish of the prop jacking event.  
Prop forces, as discussed above, increase with a magnitude of 1-2 MN in the observed 
results, reasonably near the target of 2.2 MN. Unexpectedly, this corresponds with an increase in 
loads for the jambs, particularly the left jamb. In principle, addition of the jacking force to the 
top and bottom of the opening set should reduce the compressive load and induce positive 




Figure 4.26 Changes in SB tunnel structures during prop jacking (event S3, day 11 to 12) 
curved. However, the evidence shows increased compressive force with relatively small 
magnitude moment changes in these jambs.  
The lack of observed effects of the propping in the strain data for the opening set casts 
doubt on the quality of sensor placement and strain readings. Prop jacking is a clearly defined 
timeline event, occurring over the course of one day, and included the addition of roughly 8 MN 
of force through the props into the structure. During this day, excavation activities were 
continuing, but as seen in the NB structures, influences of a single day of excavations result in 
small changes in tunnel structures (<0.1 MN) incompatible with the magnitude of considerations 
noted here. With no observed unloading in the steel set sensors to correlate with the prop jacking, 
the results of strain gauge sensors in the steel set cannot be considered a reliable source for 
interpretation of data. This will be considered again in Chapter 5 when synthesizing the various 
aspects of the analysis.  
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4.4.3.3 Event S4: Excavation behind SB Opening Set 
Following the installation and hydraulic jacking of props in the southbound tunnel, 
excavation progressed for 5 days more to finish the top heading excavation to the opening set 
door and invert excavation up to the final 1m below the door. Shown below in Figure 4.27 are 
the force and moment results for the props and opening set. 
 
Figure 4.27 Changes in SB tunnel structures during excavation to SB door (event S4, day 12 
to 17) 
The final few excavations add load to the southbound tunnel as overburden pressures are 
transferred onto the props and jambs. Horizontal unloading effects are not seen in this sequence 
for two reasons: first, locked-in force for the weathered siltstone has already been released from 
prior face excavations, and second, locked-in force for the sandstone has yet to be released with 
the final bench excavation.  
The dominant effect observed in the tunnel structures results from the removal of 
confinement around the opening door. The profile for the cross passage excavation can be 
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roughly seen on Figure 4.27 above. The four jamb sensors within the excavation profile, closest 
to the door, show significant decreases in hoop force (0.8 – 1.2 MN) alongside development of 
negative moments, with tensile strain on the extrados (-0.13 to 0.01 MN). The four remaining 
sensors have only two sensor pairs active, but they show zero change and a 0.9 MN increase in 
the left and right jambs, respectively.  
These observed results in the jambs can be explained by a slight outward deflection of the 
jambs, where the ground confinement has been removed. This deflection is associated with an 
increased moment profile and a decrease in hoop thrust, as the load is attracted to the outside of 
the jambs. It is also plausible that due to sensor locations, the observed results may not be 
capturing the hoop forces acting in the backing plate of the lining, instead only considering the 
bending stresses, which are the dominant effect in the webs. Confinement and attachment to 
neighboring concrete segments work together to stiffen the opening set toward the extrados, 
attracting the load transfer from the inside. Additional load is transferred to the props as well. 
In the lintel and sill, where information is available, significantly increased loads are 
noted in the longitudinal direction. No information is available on when the opening in the door 
was removed, but it can be inferred from the data that some or all portions of the removable steel 
components have been removed. Any locked-in longitudinal force resulting from TBM thrust 
ram forces on the segments would have to flow around the opening. The removable segments 
would bear some of this locked-in force during jacking and hold it in place when bolted to the 
neighboring portions of the steel set. As the wedges and removable sets are pulled, the locked-in 
force they held would be transferred to the other neighboring elements, specifically the lintel and 
sill, which would see a significant increase in load. Forces would spread around to the narrowest 
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portions of the steel set, where they would be carried around the opening and back into the 
segments. 
The lintel and sill would also carry moment resulting from their action as a shear beam 
for the lintel and sill. Forces imparted on the top of the lintel by the concrete segment would 
generate a bending moment, with compressive strains in the bottom of the beam and tension in 
the top. However, this is the opposite of the observed effect. Compressive strains in the bottom 
of the beam are roughly double that at the top, implying loading in the opposite direction to 
induce that moment. Therefore, the main effect observed in the results is the locked-in 
longitudinal force redistribution. 
4.4.3.4 Event S5: Cross Passage Lining Completion, SB Tunnel 
The final event grouping includes the final invert excavation required to open up fully the 
southbound cross passage opening and the subsequent installation of first and second-pass 
shotcrete linings for the tunnel. Shown below in Figure 4.28 are the stress results for props and 
the opening set for this event. 
The force redistribution effect resulting from removed confinement, noted in Event S4 above, 
continues following the final invert excavation. The four sensors closest to the opening on the 
jambs show reduced forces, while the outside sensors show an increase. An additional effect of 
the reduced confinement below the invert, however, includes a relaxation in the props as 
horizontal locked-in forces in the sandstone confining the prop bottoms is removed. 
Readjustment deflections are permitted in the rings near the opening, reducing the hoop forces 
going through the props.  
Completion of the lining with shotcrete and lattice girders as preparation for 





Figure 4.28 Changes in SB tunnel structures during completion of cross passage lining (event 
S5, day 18 to 22) 
onward, Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23). Monitoring was not conducted following the completion 






CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The focus of this chapter is to summarize the main mechanisms interpreted from the data 
presented in Chapter 4 – Data Analysis. Discussion will involve a broader view of the 
mechanisms and their interactions with each other, including a discussion of which mechanisms 
are the most dominant and the implications on design. The analysis methods presented in 
Chapter 2 will be used to inform the discussion on observed mechanisms.  
Opportunities for further work and lessons learned through this project will also be 
discussed, including potential improvements on future instrumentation schemes and 
opportunities to develop a more robust model to capture the complexity of the cross passage 
problem. 
5.1 Summary of Mechanisms influencing Geostatic Conditions 
Results for instrumented concrete stresses for the geostatic state varied between each of 
the three monitored rings. Generally, the opening and prop rings containing steel segments 
showed a much greater variation in stresses than the full concrete ring or analytical results 
showed. This effect was most noticeable in the opening ring and is likely due to local stress 
concentrations resulting from wedging or local contact conditions in the concrete lining, possibly 
resulting from the steel packing or slight tolerance adjustments during the installation of the 
opening set. The full concrete ring outside of the steel sets showed a much more consistent strain 
profile. 
Initial geostatic conditions for the full concrete ring showed results that matched with 
different aspects of the analytical solutions. The shape of the moment diagrams matched much 
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more closely with the numerical solutions from the structural beam-spring model and 
geotechnical FE model, but not the shape of the closed-form solutions in homogeneous ground. 
This indicates that the influence of geology, particularly the different stiffness of the ground 
layers, has a strong influence on the locations of peak bending stresses. As suggested prior to the 
analysis, the assumptions required for homogeneous ground in the closed form solutions do not 
provide a fully valid analysis. However, the observed force magnitudes in the full concrete ring 
matched very closely with the range of expected values from both closed form solution methods 
(Einstein & Schwartz and Ranken). This suggests that use of these solutions to provide a point of 
reference for expected results can be justified, particularly since the results from the 2D FE 
geotechnical analysis were low compared to the observed forces and the results from the beam-
spring model were high.  
The beam-spring model used in this analysis assumes full overburden conditions applied 
directly to the tunnel lining. Closed-form solutions assume full overburden loads are shared 
between the ground and lining based on the relative stiffness between the two elements. The 
finite element analysis assumes soil load arches through the geological media, resulting in 
significant reduction of load on the lining. Observed results suggest that full arching seen in the 
geotechnical model, with assumptions of a continuous bonded geologic media, is not valid. 
Arching of overburden loads is relatively limited, resulting in loads in or near the tunnel lining 
without distribution further afield into the soil mass.  
Observed moments are significantly lower than analytical results because of the precast 
segmental nature of the lining. The analytical solutions all assume a continuous liner, resulting in 
moments developed due to the strong stiffness in bending. The joints in the lining will act as a 
partial moment release, allowing some deformation to dissipate the bending stresses.  
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Altogether, the match between full concrete results and known analytical methods is 
reassuring. Hoop forces match closely with the closed form solutions, bracketed by the beam-
spring and FE results to either side, for known reasons stated above. Moments are overestimated, 
as expected, from the closed form and beam-spring results for continuous rings. 
The magnitudes of results serve to justify the data set for use throughout the entire 
excavation sequence. It is reasonable to assume that forces and moments can be compared 
between segments after a re-zeroing of the data, since the magnitudes of changes and magnitudes 
of initial forces are comparable in range (i.e., hoop forces do not change by orders of magnitude 
from one segment to the next).  
Additionally, future investigation into the possible causes of local stress concentrations 
resulting from combined steel and concrete segments in a ring should be investigated. The 
behavior of precast elements and their interactions, particularly with the steel-concrete contact, 
offers opportunities for future investigation. 
5.2 Summary of Mechanisms influencing Cross Passage Behavior 
Several key behaviors were observed during the cross passage sequence. Generally, these 
behaviors were quite small in magnitude for all components, excluding the initial jacking of the 
props. This leads to the first major finding that relatively minor transfer of load occurs onto the 
existing tunnel structures during cross passage construction. 
During propping and the lead up to excavation activities, load was attracted toward the 
prop ring, unloading the central ring and causing a slight outward “hinge” in the moment 
distributions. Forces increased more in the concrete above the top of the props, where the ground 
is softer, leading to the concrete elements attracting more force. In the concrete below the bottom 
of the props, force increases were slight or non-existent as the props reacted against the stiff 
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sandstone below the invert. These results were consistent with expectations for adding force to 
the structures and the geologic behavior of the tunnel. 
The initial excavations of two headings and one bench allowed for a relaxation of loads 
on the mainline tunnels. The area immediately surrounding the tunnel acts more as a load 
transfer interface between the ground and the structure than a load-bearing component of the 
ground. Removing ground from this layer serves to remove loads acting on the tunnel from those 
areas, particularly the horizontal loads, without removing a load-bearing mass of soil. As the 
unloading behavior is experienced, confinement behind the opening set structures is also 
removed. This allows for some redistribution of forces and moments away from the opening into 
nearby structure components as deflections are permitted.  
Further excavation progress across the main soil mass in the tunnel results in a slight 
return of loading to the mainline tunnel structures. However, these increases are small in 
magnitude and limited in extent to primarily the tunnel invert.  
Results from the 3D geotechnical finite element model of the Brisbane Cross Passages 
(Li 2015), summarized previously in Chapter 2, show that a noticeable increase in loading should 
present itself following the initial excavation unloading. This divergence between observed 
results and expectations is due to the limitations of continuum modeling for several aspects 
including the geology, the ground improvement, and the initial lining of the excavation. Rock 
and weathered rock geologic layers may contain rock blocks and uneven weathered fragments, 
resulting in each unit not behaving as a perfectly elastic continuum (as modeled). The undrained 
or drained conditions also have a significant effect on the face stability and stress redistribution 
in the ground. The model assumes drainage conditions, since the geological information on 
hydraulic conductivities is not present. 
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Ground improvement in the form of pre-excavation grouting and use of a pipe canopy 
will also assist with control of the stress redistribution effect. This is not considered in the model. 
Redistribution due to stresses will likely be delayed and occur over time, as the excess pore 
water pressures dissipate and load develops onto the structures. Lastly, with the addition of a 
temporary shotcrete lining to the tunnel, load sharing between the mainline tunnels and shotcrete 
lining must be considered. The excavation advance lengths are quite short, and with the addition 
of two layers of shotcrete lining and lattice girders, significant stiffness can develop in the 
temporary lining. The reason for small loads returned to the mainline tunnels may be related to 
the cross passage shotcrete taking most of the load; in the absence of load information from the 
cross passage excavation, it is difficult to determine with certainty. Future instrumentation of 
cross passage girders and shotcrete, along with ground pressure cell information, would assist 
verification of this behavior. 
5.3 Lessons Learned from Field Instrumentation Data Analysis 
The opportunity for research work to analyze field data collected from job sites offers 
several advantages, including an outside perspective unbiased by project specific concerns when 
analyzing the data and the ability to spend an extended period of time dedicated exclusively to 
working with the data. However, some drawbacks of being an outsider include being unable to 
verify observed trends in the data with project knowledge of how the works were conducted in 
the field by first hand account. Therefore, from this unique perspective, several insights into 
potential improvements in future instrumentation schemes have been gained. 
First, instrumentation to consider the potential detriments of local effects in built-up 
structural members, such as the steel segments, should be considered. The data resulting from the 
steel segments has some meaningful trends, but in general, the observed results tended to vary 
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greatly, often indicating changes in forces that result in doubling or tripling of the measured 
magnitude. Due to the high Young’s modulus for steel, large force changes result in only small 
strains, so minor concerns with instrumentation calibration and measurement translate into large 
effects on the final results. This can be mitigated by ensuring good establishment of baselines, 
removing installation strains, and carefully protecting and monitoring the strain gauge 
connection to the steel.  
Related to this issue, it is difficult to remove end effects from the strain data obtained 
from segments. The location of the strain gauges near to the external connections in this project 
results in a non-homogeneous distribution of stresses being detected. Placing the gauges in the 
center of segments can detect a more uniform distribution of compressive and bending stress 
across both directions in the segment. This should be weighed against the disadvantages of small 
strain differences and the sensitivity of gauges in consideration of where to place gauges on each 
section. 
Additionally, more information about the development of strains and deflections within 
the cross passage area would be helpful. This is difficult to achieve in the midst of construction 
activities in what is usually a confined space, but if possible, instrumentation with earth pressure 
sensors and strain gauges in the cross passage shotcrete would be helpful to verify the 
development of stresses. Pre-installation of earth pressure sensors in the ground could potentially 
be useful too. 
Lastly, continued monitoring after the end of construction would be of benefit to analyze 
the long term development of stress as temporary conditions for groundwater relax to a more 
steady-state behavior. Many of these monitoring concerns, particularly attention to the steady 
state behaviors before and after excavation, would likely benefit from the involvement of 
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dedicated research teams associated with a University or similar. During the Brisbane project, 
information was collected by the contractor as a part of the field works. However, field engineers 
frequently have many issues competing for attention aside from monitoring the strain gauges set 
up around the cross passage. By providing dedicated staff who are invested in compiling and 
analyzing the results, better records can be presented to connect observations in the data to 
events in the field. 
5.4 Recommendations for Future Work 
Additional future work in the areas of cross passage behavior could include much more 
extensive numerical modeling, with points of comparison between models of different projects 
and different geologic conditions. Based on the results of this thesis, the ground load 
redistribution due to arching, relaxation of stresses, and yielding within the ground mass is an 
issue of key concern that could warrant further investigation. By incorporating thorough geologic 
information based on field values, not design values, into geotechnical numerical models, the 
loading behavior theory can be developed to comment on the influence of ground types on the 
numerical modeling results. 
Secondly, developing a more robust understanding of soil-structure interaction in 
improved ground using stability measures such as pre-excavation grouting, pipe canopies, and 
spiling would assist in validation of field results. Since these elements are often added to designs 
as an additional safety precaution based on empirical knowledge of ground response, it is 
difficult to account for their effect on how the ground responds in numerical modeling, 
particularly when assigning properties to ground improvement. Further work to define methods 
of deriving ground strength based on the mix of improvement and specific, targeted local 
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